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Abstract 
Multi-inlet tidal systems typically consist of several barrier islands, separated by tidal inlets  

that connect a back-barrier basin to a sea or ocean. Hydraulic tidal divides, forming the 

boundaries between tidal subbasins corresponding to the inlets, can be identified based on the 

flow patterns in the back-barrier basin. In this study, these tidal divides are identified in the 

exploratory model by Roos et al. (2013).  Furthermore, the model results are compared to the 

empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law, which relates tidal prisms to the cross-sectional area of inlets, 

and a sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to the ocean conditions. From this, a 

relation between the tidal subbasin area and the cross-sectional area of an inlet is derived.   

The model combines Escoffier’s stability concept for tidal inlets with a hydrodynamic model. 

The evolution and stability of each tidal inlet depends on the balance between waves, 

transporting sediment into the inlet, and tidal currents, transporting sediment out of the 

inlets. Two possible methods of identifying tidal divides in the model by Roos et al. (2013) are 

compared. It is concluded that a method based on identifying lines of minimum flow velocity 

amplitude in the basin gives accurate results and can be used to divide the back-barrier basin 

into tidal subbasins for each open inlet, whereas the results of a method based on large phase 

differences in alongshore flow velocity amplitude cannot be used to calculate these tidal 

subbasin areas directly.    

The tidal prism is defined as the water volume entering a tidal (sub)basin during a 

characteristic tidal cycle. It is approximated by multiplying the tidal range with the tidal 

(sub)basin area. The actual tidal prism resulting from the model is calculated by integrating 

the flow discharge through the inlet over half a tidal cycle. The result is a linear relationship 

between the tidal prism 𝑃 and the inlet area Ω in the model. Comparing this to the empirical 

tidal prism - inlet area relationship of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 called the O’Brien-Jarrett Law, the 

coefficient 𝛼 is always equal to 1 when the system is in equilibrium and 𝑘 only depends on the 

tidal frequency and the flow velocities in the inlets. From the approximated tidal prisms, it 

follows that the relationship between the subbasin area and inlet area in equilibrium depends 

on the equilibrium velocity, tidal range and tidal frequency.  

A sensitivity analysis is performed in which the response of the system (number of inlets, tidal 

subbasin area, tidal prism(s) and inlet area per inlet and for the entire system) to changes in 

basin and ocean water depth, tidal amplitude and littoral drift is analysed. According to the 

model results, instant sea level rise results in fewer open inlets in equilibrium, but also a slight 

increase in the tidal basin areas and the inlet areas. The number of inlets in equilibrium and 

the total inlet area are directly proportional to the tidal amplitude. Both the inlet areas per 

inlet and the tidal prisms do not change significantly as the tidal amplitude changes, such that 

the relationship Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 is maintained with the same coefficients even when the tidal 

amplitude changes. An increase in littoral drift means an increase in sediment import and 

equilibrium velocity, which decreases the number of inlets and the total inlet area in 

equilibrium since more sediment is available to close the inlets. However, the tidal prisms 

increase, such that the tidal prism - inlet area relationship changes, which is expected as that 

relationship depends on the (equilibrium) flow velocity amplitude in the inlets. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 

1.1.1 Tidal inlet systems and their stability 
Tidal inlet systems typically include barrier islands, tidal inlets and back-barrier basins and 

are therefore also called barrier coasts. They form about 10% of the coastlines around the world 

(e.g. Stutz and Pilkey, 2011). When more than one tidal inlet is included in the system, it is a 

multi-inlet tidal system. An example of such a system is the Wadden Sea. In general, a tidal 

inlet system is characterized by the presence of barrier islands, a back-barrier basin, inlet 

deltas (flood and ebb-tidal delta), tidal channel networks, tidal bars and meanders and the 

intertidal zone of tidal flats and salt marshes (De Swart and Zimmerman, 2009). These 

elements of a tidal system are schematically shown in Fig. 1.1. The tidal inlets connect the 

back-barrier basin to the sea or ocean, such that water and sediment can be exchanged 

between the basin and the outer sea.  

  

Fig. 1.2: Morphological feedback loop 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1: Schematized overview of a tidal inlet system, including the different geomorphic elements and 

physical processes (De Swart and Zimmerman, 2009). 

A tidal inlet system develops according to the morphological feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 

1.2. The main hydrodynamic drivers that influence the development of a tidal inlet system are 

tidal currents and waves (e.g. Escoffier, 1940; De Swart and Zimmerman, 2009), also shown 

in Fig. 1.1. The hydrodynamics determine the sediment transport in the system, which in turn 

influences the morphological changes in the system. The changes in morphology again 

influence the hydrodynamics, forming a morphological feedback loop.  
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The hydrodynamic drivers that determine the sediment transport are waves and tidal 

currents. Waves that obliquely approach the shore generate longshore currents, also shown in 

Fig. 1.1. The combination of waves and longshore currents leads to longshore sediment 

transport, which is called the littoral drift (De Swart and Zimmerman, 2009). Part of the 

sediment in the littoral drift will pass the inlets, while another part of it will be transported 

into the inlets. This sediment is either deposited there or it is imported into the basin or out 

to the sea by the tidal currents. Hence, there is wave-driven sediment import into and tide-

driven sediment export out of the inlets, so waves tend to close inlets while tidal currents keep 

them open. The competition between these two processes define the geometry and stability of 

the tidal inlets (De Swart & Zimmerman, 2009; Escoffier, 1940). Barrier islands and tidal 

inlets do not develop along tide-dominated coasts, while barrier islands along wave-dominated 

coasts tend to be long and narrow such that tidal inlets are spaced far apart (Hayes, 1979; 

Wang and Roberts Briggs, 2015). Besides the hydrodynamic drivers of tides and waves, also 

climate change, human interventions and storms can influence the system’s evolution. Sea 

level rise and imposed and maintained basin geometries are examples of climate change and 

human interventions that influence multi-inlet tidal systems. Furthermore, storms may cause 

breaching of barrier islands, creating new tidal inlets. It is important to study the 

consequences of these mechanisms to successfully manage and protect tidal inlet systems like 

the Wadden Sea.  

 

Stability 

On a mesotidal coast, the stability and geometry of a tidal inlet mainly depends on the 

aforementioned two competing mechanisms: tidal currents, tending to keep the inlets open, 

and wind waves, tending to close the inlets. A tidal inlet is considered stable when it is in a 

stable equilibrium, which means that the cross-sectional area of the inlet returns to its 

equilibrium value after a small perturbation. According to Escoffier (1940), this depends on 

the ability of the waves and the tidal currents to transport the sediment, which in turn depends 

on the flow velocity amplitude in the inlet. Escoffier proposed that there is an equilibrium 

velocity 𝑈 =  𝑈𝑒𝑞 for the ebb-tidal flow velocity amplitude 𝑈 in the inlet. When the flow velocity 

is larger than the equilibrium velocity (𝑈 > 𝑈𝑒𝑞), the inlet erodes and its cross-sectional area 

will increase. When the flow velocity is smaller than the equilibrium velocity (𝑈 < 𝑈𝑒𝑞), the 

inlet accretes and the cross-sectional area of the inlet will decrease.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3: Escoffier diagram (Escoffier, 1940), showing three possible closure curves, the equilibrium velocity 

𝑈𝑒𝑞 and the stable and unstable roots resulting from intersections of the 𝑈-curves with the line 𝑈 = 𝑈𝑒𝑞. 

For a single inlet system, the quantity 𝑈 can be expressed as a function of the cross-section of 

the inlet, represented by 𝐴 in Fig. 1.3. Three possible 𝑈-curves (also called closure curves) are 
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shown in Fig. 1.3. The intersections of the closure curve with the line of equilibrium velocity 

𝑈𝑒𝑞 are the equilibria of the system, for which the inlet’s cross-sectional area is stationary in 

size. However, the inlet is only stable when the equilibrium is stable, as is the case for root “D” 

in Fig. 1.3. For the other two possible closure curves shown in Fig. 1.3, no stable equilibrium 

exists and hence the tidal inlet will accrete and disappear (𝐴 → 0). The equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 

is an empirical quantity that largely depends on sediment properties, such as grain size, and 

the magnitude of the littoral drift (Escoffier, 1940).  

A multi-inlet tidal system is stable when it is in a stable equilibrium with more than one inlet 

open. The system is considered an unstable multi-inlet tidal system when only one inlet 

remains open, while all other inlets close. The stability of (multi-)inlet tidal systems can be 

studied using models. The closure curve used in Escoffier’s stability concept is usually 

determined by solving the governing equations for the system’s hydrodynamics. An 

assumption about the inlet’s shape is also required. The concept of stability by Escoffier (1940) 

is still widely used in models of tidal inlet systems, such as the model used by Roos et al. (2013).  

 

1.1.2 Modelling tidal inlet systems 
For a single inlet system, Escoffier (1940) related the flow velocity in an inlet to the cross-

sectional area of the inlet based on the balance between sediment import by waves and 

sediment export by tides. Van de Kreeke (1990) studied the stability of double-inlet tidal 

systems by extending Escoffier’s approach to two inlets. He found no stable configurations for 

double-inlet tidal systems. Conversely, observations show that stable tidal systems with 

multiple inlets do exist. Several studies have since then identified options for processes that 

should be included in models of multi-inlet tidal systems to be able to find stable equilibria: 

topographic highs (Van de Kreeke et al., 2008), entrance/exit losses (Brouwer et al., 2012), 

spatial variations in basin water level and ocean amplitudes (Brouwer et al., 2008; Brouwer et 

al., 2013) and nonlinearities such as tidal distortion and residual flow patterns (Salles et al., 

2005).  

The models that are used to study the stability of tidal inlet systems can be classified into 

different types: empirical models, complex process-based models and idealized process-based, 

also called exploratory, models (Wang et al., 2012). Empirical models explicitly use empirical 

relations to define the morphological equilibrium of a tidal inlet system. An example of a semi-

empirical model of tidal inlet systems is the ASMITA model, which is used for studying the 

long-term (decadal) behaviour of a tidal inlet, especially after human intervention and climate 

change (Kragtwijk, 2002; Wang et al., 2012). Alternatively, the aim of complex process-based 

modelling is to create the best possible description of the relevant processes, such that the 

models can be used for a detailed representation of the morphological changes. An example of 

a complex process-based model is the Delft3D model, which is used to simulate the 

morphological evolution of a tidal inlet (e.g. Tung et al., 2011). Idealized models are process-

based models that use simplified physical and mathematical descriptions and schematized 

geometries to allow for efficient solutions. The difference with the complex process-based 

models is that the idealized models do not fully describe all processes, but only (a few) relevant 

processes (Wang et al., 2012). Idealized models can be used for exploring specific processes and 

phenomena and are therefore also called exploratory models, as is done by Murray (2003). 

Exploratory models are used when the aim is to discover what processes or interactions induce 

some poorly-understood phenomenon, usually without expecting quantitative accuracy 

(Murray, 2003). An example of an exploratory model is the model by Roos et al. (2013). In most 

models of tidal-inlet systems, process-based hydro- and morphodynamic models are combined 

with a (semi-)empirical relation for inlet stability, e.g. Escoffier’s stability concept.  
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Roos et al. (2013) have been able to reproduce the observed existence of stable multi-inlet tidal 

systems with more than one inlet open, using an exploratory model that simulates the 

evolution of multi-inlet tidal systems. The model combines Escoffier’s stability concept with a 

process-based hydrodynamic model for depth-averaged tidal flow in the inlets, basin and 

ocean. As the model is exploratory, only the essential processes are taken into account and the 

geometry of the system is schematized, with the aim to qualitatively reproduce the evolution 

of multi-inlet tidal systems. Roos et al. (2013) state that natural phenomena such as tidal 

divides, inlet migration and alongshore variations in basin width are neglected in their model.  

 

1.1.3 Tidal divides, tidal subbasins and tidal prisms 
Tidal divides1 are an important part of tidal inlet systems as they form the barriers or 

boundaries between tidal basins in the back-barrier basin of a multi-inlet tidal system, as 

shown in Fig. 1.1 and 1.4. A tidal subbasin can be interpreted as the “area of influence” of one 

tidal inlet, as the area of the back-barrier basin that is filled and emptied through a certain 

inlet belongs to the tidal subbasin corresponding to that inlet. A tidal divide can move, due to 

e.g. human interventions or sea level rise, changing the boundaries of the tidal subbasins. 

Changes in these areas of influence affect the morphological development of the subbasin in 

which it takes place, but also in the adjacent subbasins (Wang et al., 2011).  

 

Fig. 1.4: Simplistic overview of tidal divides forming boundaries between tidal subbasins in a multi-inlet tidal 

system (Stive and Wang, 2003). 

A distinction can be made between a hydraulic tidal divide and a morphological tidal divide 

(Wang et al., 2011). The hydraulic tidal divide is the line between two tidal subbasins in terms 

of drainage. Hence, the hydraulic tidal divide results from the flow field in the back-barrier 

basin. The hydraulic tidal divide can be defined as the location where flow velocity amplitudes 

are minimal. In their model of a tidal inlet system, Dastgheib et al. (2008) defined the hydraulic 

tidal divide as the line of minimum standard deviation over a tidal cycle of (depth-averaged) 

velocities.  

The morphological tidal divide can be defined as the line between two adjacent tidal subbasins 

with the highest bed level elevation, so it can be seen as a physical barrier between tidal 

subbasins. The location of the morphological tidal divide does not necessarily have to coincide 

with the location of the hydraulic tidal divide. Morphological changes are happening over a 

longer time scale than hydraulic changes and therefore the morphological tidal divide is 

“slowly” moving towards the hydraulic tidal divide, as long as the system is not in equilibrium. 

In turn, the morphological tidal divide influences the location of the hydraulic tidal divide. 

However, even when no morphological tidal divides are present, hydraulic tidal divides can 

still be present as they result from flow patterns.  

 
1 In Fig. 1.1, other literature and hence in this report, tidal watershed is used as a synonym for tidal divide. 
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In Fig. 1.5, the approximate locations of tidal divides in the Dutch Wadden Sea are shown (e.g. 

Kragtwijk et al., 2004; Dastgheib et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012). As can be seen in Fig. 1.5, it 

is found that most tidal divides behind the Wadden islands are approximately “straight” lines 

from a barrier island to the main land. On the other hand, the tidal divides behind Texel and 

Vlieland are shaped differently, as two tidal divides seem to converge into one. An example of 

a large human intervention in the Wadden Sea is the closure dam separating the Zuiderzee 

from the Wadden Sea (Kragtwijk et al., 2004), also shown in Fig 1.5. Such interventions have 

affected the location and shape of the tidal divides and with that the size and shape of the tidal 

subbasins, influencing the morphology of the entire Wadden Sea (Kragtwijk et al., 2004). 

Therefore, it is important to study the occurrence, position and shape of tidal divides and 

thereby the tidal subbasins. 

Fig. 1.5: The (approximate) tidal divides and tidal subbasins in the Wadden Sea (Kragtwijk et al., 2004). 

 

Tidal prism - inlet area relationship 

Throughout the years, several attempts have been made to determine an empirical 

relationship between the total water volume entering a tidal (sub)basin during a characteristic 

tidal cycle, which is called the tidal prism, and the cross-sectional area of a tidal inlet. Such 

empirical relationships couple tidal hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes and they can 

be used to predict the long-term morphological evolution of tidal inlet systems, e.g. in response 

to forcings affecting the tidal prism. In a modelling context, they can also be used to validate 

models of tidal inlet systems.  

The first attempts to actually determine an empirical relationship between the inlet’s cross-

sectional area, Ω, and the tidal prism, 𝑃, were by O’Brien (1931, 1969). He proposed an 

empirical tidal prism - inlet area relationship of the form 

where Ω is the minimum cross-sectional area (m2 or ft2) of the tidal inlet, i.e. below mean water 

level, 𝑃 is the tidal prism (m3 or ft3) based on the spring tidal range and 𝛼 (−) and 𝑘 (m2−3𝛼) 

are coefficients that can be determined empirically, for inlets that are assumed to be in 

equilibrium. Jarrett (1976) attempted to test this empirical 𝑃-Ω relationship by considering a 

large number of tidal inlets in North America, and determining the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 

through regression analysis (D’Alpaos et al., 2009).  

Eq. (1.1) with the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 that are empirically determined by Jarrett (1976) is 

called the O’Brien-Jarrett Law, which is a well-established empirical relationship. Dieckmann 

et al. (1988) have analysed the tidal prism - inlet area relationship for the Wadden Sea and 

have also determined the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼.  

Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 (1.1) 
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To be able to analyse the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼, the inlet’s cross-sectional area Ω and the tidal 

prism 𝑃 should be computed using data or a model. Several different methods can be used to 

calculate the tidal prism, defined as the total water volume entering a tidal basin within each 

tidal cycle. One method of calculating the tidal prism, used by e.g. Krishnamurthy (1977), is 

based on a given velocity profile along any vertical in the basin, which is integrated along the 

inlet’s cross-section to obtain the flow discharge through the inlet. This is then integrated over 

half a tidal cycle to obtain the tidal prism: 

where 𝐵 is the width of the rectangular cross-sectional area of the inlet with uniform flow, 𝑈 

is the local depth-averaged flow velocity and 𝐷 is the flow depth at the inlet caused by a 

sinusoidal tidal forcing with period 𝑇 (Krishnamurthy, 1977).  

If the size of the tidal basin is assumed to be small compared to the tidal wave length, which 

is a correct assumption for e.g. the Wadden Sea according to Kragtwijk (2002), spatial variation 

in water level can be neglected and the tidal prism can be estimated as 

where 𝐴b is the surface area of the tidal (sub)basin and 𝐻 is the tidal range.  

 

1.2 Research objective 
 

1.2.1 Knowledge gap and relevance 
For the management and protection of multi-inlet tidal systems such as the Wadden Sea 

system, knowledge on the morphodynamic development of multi-inlet tidal systems is 

essential. The morphodynamic development of such systems is influenced by waves and tidal 

currents and hence also by sea level rise and storms, as well as by human interferences. 

However, according to Wang et al. (2012), our present knowledge of multi-inlet tidal systems 

is not sufficient to predict the effects of human interferences under different climate change 

scenarios in sufficient detail and accuracy.  

The positions of the tidal inlets cannot be seen separately from the tidal divides, so 

understanding the movement of the tidal divides is important for the prediction of the 

development of a multi-inlet tidal system. Nevertheless, the knowledge about the processes 

involved in the movement of tidal divides is still insufficient. The exploratory model by Roos 

et al. (2013) can be used to study the long-term development of multi-inlet tidal systems, but 

tidal divides do not pre-exist in the model. Roos et al. (2013) have stated that tidal divides can 

be interpreted as resulting from the flow patterns in the model. While this may be true, the 

identification of tidal divides in the model has not yet been specified. Identification of tidal 

divides in the model is important for the usability of the model for studying the movement of 

tidal divides due to e.g. sea level rise or human interventions.  

It is still unknown whether the model by Roos et al. (2013) complies with the empirical 

relationship between tidal prisms and cross-sectional areas of the inlets as shown in Eq. (1.1). 

This O’Brien-Jarrett Law might be used as validation of the model results, but the applicability 

of such empirical relationships in models of multi-inlet tidal systems can also be tested. When 

tidal divides in the model are identified, the basin areas of tidal subbasins can be determined, 

after which the tidal prism can be calculated in two different ways and the model results can 

be compared to the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law.  

𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
1

2
∫|𝐵𝑈(𝑡)𝐷(𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 (1.2) 

𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b (1.3) 
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External changes such as sea level rise and human interventions in the basin are still absent 

in the model by Roos et al. (2013). To investigate the sensitivity of the system to these 

processes, parameters such as water depths, tidal amplitude and littoral drift can be varied in 

the model by Roos et al. (2013). Furthermore, the model can be used to study the effect of such 

changes on the tidal prism - inlet area relationship.  

 

1.2.2 Objective and research questions  
The aim of this research is to extend the possibilities of the model by Roos et al. (2013) and to 

study to what extent the model results match empirical laws and observations. To this end, 

identification methods for tidal divides in models of multi-inlet tidal systems are studied and 

applied to the model by Roos et al. (2013). Also, the model results are compared with an 

empirical tidal prism - inlet area relationship, the O’Brien-Jarrett Law. The objective is to 

draw conclusions about the applicability of such empirical relationships for different situations 

and about the model’s performance. Furthermore, we want to study the effects of changing 

outer sea or ocean conditions, e.g. sea level rise, on the development and stability of multi-inlet 

tidal systems and the tidal prism - inlet area relationship.   

The model that is used in this research is the model by Roos et al. (2013). The research 

questions that are answered are the following: 

1) How can hydraulic tidal divides be identified in models of multi-inlet tidal systems 

without topographic highs? 

2) To what extent do the model results agree with the empirical tidal prism - inlet area 

relationships? 

3) How will changes in ocean conditions affect the stability of multi-inlet tidal systems 

and the tidal prism - inlet area relationship?  

 

1.3 Reading guide 
 

1.3.1 Outline of methodology 
Several methods are developed and applied to answer the research questions, using the model 

by Roos et al. (2013). The goal of the first research question is to actually develop an 

identification method for tidal divides in the model by Roos et al. (2013). Therefore, possible 

methods are explored and two identification methods are applied to the model. It is important 

that the tidal divide identification method can be used to calculate surface areas of tidal 

subbasins corresponding to open inlets, such that these subbasin areas can be used to calculate 

the approximate tidal prisms for the second research question.  

For that second question, first the empirically determined values of the coefficients of the 

O’Brien-Jarrett Law are studied. Then, the tidal prisms and inlet areas are calculated from 

the model results, after which a function is fit to the model data and the coefficients of that 

function are compared to the empirical values. The tidal prisms are calculated using the two 

different methods that are introduced in Section 1.1.3, of which one calculates the exact tidal 

prisms and the other method gives approximated tidal prisms. Plotting the approximated tidal 

prisms against the exact tidal prisms gives insight into the accuracy of the tidal prism 

approximation under different circumstances. Furthermore, the temporal development of the 

tidal prisms and inlet areas over a model run is investigated, such that the applicability of the 

tidal prism - inlet area relationship for systems that are not (yet) in equilibrium can be studied.  
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For the last research question, the ocean and basin water depths, the tidal amplitude and the 

littoral drift are modified in the model. The sensitivity of the equilibrium number of inlets, 

tidal subbasin areas, tidal prisms and inlet areas to these changes is studied by constructing 

boxplots of the model results, in order to determine the effect of such external changes on the 

stability of the system and on the tidal prism - inlet area relationship.  

 

1.3.2 Outline of report 
The model by Roos et al. (2013) that is used in this research is explained in Chapter 2, including 

the model set-up, the solution method and the parameter values that will be used. The 

methodology, results and subconclusions for the first research question concerning the 

identification of tidal divides are presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the empirical 

coefficients of the O’Brien-Jarrett Law are presented, after which the model results are 

compared to the empirical law. The accuracy of the tidal prism approximation and the 

development of the system over time are also discussed. The sensitivity analysis that is 

performed with respect to the ocean conditions is presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the 

overall discussion is presented in which the results are interpreted, their significance is 

discussed and they are compared to previous studies. Then in Chapter 7, overall conclusions 

are drawn. Lastly,  recommendations for future research are made in Chapter 8.  

 

1.3.3 List of symbols 
An overview of the symbols that are used in this report is presented in Table 1.1. All model 

parameters are introduced and explained in Section 2.1 and 2.2, so they will not be shown in 

Table 1.1 unless they are explicitly used in the methods or results in Chapter 3, 4 and 5. 

Furthermore, the values and meanings of the input parameters of the model are presented 

separately in Table 2.1. Therefore, only the symbols that are not (input) model parameters, 

but will be used in the remaining part of the report are presented in Table 1.1.  

Symbol Meaning 

𝑈 or 𝑈𝑗 (m/s) Flow velocity amplitude (in inlet 𝑗) 

𝑈𝑒𝑞 (m/s) Equilibrium flow velocity amplitude 

Ω or Ω𝑗 (m2) Inlet cross-sectional area (of inlet 𝑗) in the tidal prism - inlet area 

relationship 

𝑘 (m1−2α) Coefficient in the tidal prism - inlet area relationship Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 

𝛼 (−) Coefficient in the tidal prism - inlet area relationship Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 

𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 or 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 (m3) Exact tidal prism (corresponding to inlet 𝑗) 

𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 or 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 (m3) Approximated tidal prism (corresponding to inlet 𝑗) 

𝐻 (m) Tidal range (= 2𝑍, where 𝑍 is the tidal amplitude) 

𝐴b or 𝐴b,𝑗 (m2) Surface area of tidal subbasin (corresponding to inlet 𝑗) 

𝐴𝑗 (m2) Inlet cross-sectional area (of inlet 𝑗) in the model equation 

�̂�b and �̂�b (m/s) Complex flow velocity amplitudes in the basin, in respectively the cross-

shore 𝑥- and the alongshore 𝑦-direction 

𝜙 (rad) Phase angle of the flow velocity in the 𝑦-direction in the basin 

𝑏𝑗 (m) Width of inlet 𝑗 

𝜆 (m) Tidal wave length 

𝑅2 (−) Coefficient of determination 

Table 1.1: Overview of the symbols used in this report, their dimensions and meanings. 
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2. Model 
The model that is used is the exploratory model introduced by Roos et al. (2013). In Sections 

2.1 and 2.2, the model set-up and the solution method are explained. Then in Section 2.3, the 

parameter values that are used for modelling different locations are presented.  

 

2.1 Model set-up 
The model consists of a hydrodynamic and a morphodynamic part.  Escoffier’s stability concept 

is used to simulate the morphological evolution of the inlets. The hydrodynamic model 

simulates the water motion, described by the linearized shallow water equations, in the outer 

sea, the tidal inlets and the tidal basin. The model domain is a simplified barrier coast 

consisting of a multi-inlet tidal system with 𝐽 inlets that connect a single rectangular basin to 

a semi-infinite outer sea, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Both the tidal basin and the outer sea are 

assumed to be of uniform depth. Similar to Roos et al. (2013), all simulations start with an 

initial (large) number of inlets. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Model geometry of a multi-inlet tidal system consisting of the outer sea that is connected to a basin 

by 𝐽 (𝐽 = 3 in this example) tidal inlets, where the arrow 𝑢𝑗 denotes the flow velocity of the inflow and outflow 

of water through the inlets. 

 

2.1.1 Morphodynamics 
For the morphodynamics, it is assumed that each inlet 𝑗 has a rectangular cross-section, with 

width 𝑏𝑗, depth ℎ𝑗, and area 𝐴𝑗 = 𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗. The evolution of the cross-sectional area of each inlet 

over time depends on the volumetric import 𝑀𝑗 and export 𝑋𝑗 of sediment. It is assumed that 

this is uniformly distributed along the inlet channel, such that 

where 𝑙𝑗 is the length of the inlet. Similar to Escoffier (1940), it is assumed that (i) the tide-

driven sediment export 𝑋𝑗 is proportional to the velocity amplitude of a sinusoidal tide in the 

inlet, 𝑈𝑗, cubed: 𝑋𝑗 = 𝜅𝑈𝑗
3, with a constant 𝜅, and (ii) the wave-driven sediment import 𝑀𝑗 is 

externally imposed and hence an equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 can be derived for which the 

sediment import and export are equal, satisfying 𝑀𝑗 =  𝜅𝑈𝑒𝑞
3 . Eq. (2.1) can then be rewritten as 

𝑙𝑗
𝑑𝐴𝑗

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑋𝑗 − 𝑀𝑗 (2.1) 

𝑑𝐴𝑗

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑀

𝑙𝑗
((

𝑈𝑗

𝑈𝑒𝑞
)

3

− 1) (2.2) 
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The parameters 𝑙𝑗, 𝑈𝑒𝑞 and hence 𝑀 are assumed to be identical for each inlet. From Eq. (2.2), 

the change in cross-sectional area of the inlets can be computed, given the velocity scale 𝑈𝑗 in 

the inlet. This velocity scale 𝑈𝑗 is determined using a hydrodynamic model, to be presented in 

Section 2.1.2.  

Eq. (2.2) tells us that the cross-sectional area of an inlet increases if 𝑈𝑗 > 𝑈𝑒𝑞, decreases if 𝑈𝑗 <

𝑈𝑒𝑞 and remains the same if 𝑈𝑗 = 𝑈𝑒𝑞. An assumption regarding the cross-section of the inlet 

is needed in order to translate the evolution of an inlet’s cross-sectional area 𝐴𝑗 = 𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 into the 

evolution of inlet width 𝑏𝑗 and depth ℎ𝑗. As is done in many previous studies, it is assumed that 

the cross-sectional area is shape-preserving, such that the aspect ratio (i.e. shape factor) 𝛾𝑗
2 =

ℎ𝑗/𝑏𝑗 is kept constant.  

The inlets’ geometries are considered to be fixed on the time scale of the hydrodynamics. This 

is justified by the large difference between the timescales of the hydrodynamics (order of a day) 

and morphodynamics (order of years).  

 

2.1.2 Hydrodynamics 
The hydrodynamic model simulates the hydrodynamics in the outer sea, the tidal inlets and 

the tidal basin. The model is forced by a tidal wave at the outer sea, resulting in radiating 

waves in the outer sea, flow of water through the tidal inlets, and oscillations in the tidal basin. 

Let 𝑢𝑗(𝑡) denote the cross-sectionally averaged flow velocity in inlet 𝑗 as a function of time 𝑡. 

For each inlet 𝑗, the momentum equation reads  

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝑑𝑡
+

𝑟𝑗𝑢𝑗

ℎ𝑗
= −𝑔

〈𝜂o〉𝑗 − 〈𝜂b〉𝑗

𝑙𝑗
 (2.3) 

where 𝑢𝑗 is the flow velocity, assumed to be uniform over the length of the inlet channel, 𝜂o is 

the water level in the outer sea, 𝜂b is the water level in the tidal basin, 𝑙𝑗 is the length of the 

inlet channel and 𝑟𝑗 is a linear bottom friction coefficient (to be specified in Eq. (2.14)). The 

angle brackets denote lateral averaging over the inlet mouth, such that  

〈𝜂o〉𝑗 = 𝑏𝑗
−1 ∫ 𝜂o(0, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑦

𝑦𝑗+𝑏𝑗/2

𝑦𝑗−𝑏𝑗/2

 

at the outer sea side, where 𝑏𝑗 is the width of the basin and 𝑦𝑗 is the location of the middle of 

the basin, and  

〈𝜂b〉𝑗 = 𝑏𝑗
−1 ∫ 𝜂b(−𝑙, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑦

𝑦𝑗+𝑏𝑗/2

𝑦𝑗−𝑏𝑗/2

 

at the basin side.  

The solutions in the outer sea and basin satisfy the linear shallow water equations. In the 

outer sea, denoted with subscript ‘o’, bottom friction and Coriolis acceleration are neglected. 

The linearized model equations are  

𝜕𝒖o

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑔∇𝜂o ,     

𝜕𝜂o

𝜕𝑡
+ ℎo(∇ ∙ 𝒖o) = 0 (2.4) 

where ℎo is the water depth in the outer sea, ∇= (𝜕/𝜕𝑥, 𝜕/𝜕𝑦) is the nabla operator and 𝒖o =

(𝑢o, 𝑣o) is the depth-averaged flow velocity in the outer sea with components in the 𝑥- and 𝑦-

direction, respectively.  
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In the basin, Coriolis acceleration is also neglected, but linearized bottom friction is included. 

The linearized model equation for the basin, denoted with subscript ‘b’, are the following: 

𝜕𝒖b

𝜕𝑡
+

𝑟b𝒖b

ℎb
= −𝑔∇𝜂b ,     

𝜕𝜂b

𝜕𝑡
+ ℎb(∇ ∙ 𝒖b) = 0 (2.5) 

where ℎb is the water depth in the basin, 𝒖b = (𝑢b, 𝑣b) is the depth-averaged flow velocity in 

the basin with components in the 𝑥- and 𝑦-direction and 𝑟b is the linearized friction coefficient. 

At the closed boundaries of the basin and the outer sea, the normal velocity vanishes. At the 

open boundaries between the inlet and the basin, as well as the inlet and the outer sea, 

continuity of surface elevation and continuity of transport of water is required. The continuity 

of surface elevation is implied in the momentum equation in Eq. (2.3). The continuity of 

transport of water implies 

where ℎ is the water depth, 〈𝑢〉 is the width-averaged flow velocity and the subscripts ‘o’, ‘j’ and 

‘b’ represent outer sea, inlet 𝑗 and basin, respectively.  

 

2.2 Solution method 
The equations introduced in Section 2.1 describe the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics in 

the outer sea, the tidal inlets and the back-barrier basin. The morphodynamic evolution is 

analysed using Forward Euler discretisation of the time derivative in Eq. (2.2) with time step 

∆𝑡. The hydrodynamic model is solved analytically and yields flow velocities and water levels 

in the outer sea, the tidal inlets and the basin.   

To solve the hydrodynamic part of the model, the water levels and flow velocities are expressed 

as the product of complex amplitudes and a time-periodic part: 

where ℜ means the real part and �̂�𝑗, (�̂�b, �̂�b, �̂�b) and (�̂�o, �̂�o, �̂�o) are complex amplitudes. 

Furthermore, 𝜔 = 1.405 × 10−4 rad/s is the angular frequency (in this case that of the semi-

diurnal 𝑀2 tide) and 𝑘o is the shallow water wave number in the outer sea or ocean. The 

elevation in the outer sea is viewed as a superposition of the incoming tidal wave and waves 

radiating from all inlets, which implies 

𝜂o(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑍 cos(𝜔𝑡 + 𝑘o𝑦) + ∑ 𝜂o𝑞(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑞

 (2.10) 

where 𝑍 is the elevation amplitude of the incoming tide. The elevation at the basin side of the 

inlet is the superposition of radiating waves from the inlets and waves reflecting against the 

coasts: 

Combining the expressions in Eq. (2.7) – (2.11) and the momentum equation (Eq. (2.3)) gives 

the momentum equation for an inlet 𝑗: 

ℎo〈𝑢o〉𝑗 = ℎ𝑗𝑢𝑗 = ℎb〈𝑢b〉𝑗 (2.6) 

(𝜂o, 𝑢o, 𝑣o) = ℜ{(�̂�o, �̂�o, �̂�o) exp(𝑖𝜔𝑡)} (2.7) 

(𝜂b, 𝑢b, 𝑣b) = ℜ{(�̂�b, �̂�b, �̂�b) exp(𝑖𝜔𝑡)} (2.8) 

𝑢𝑗 = ℜ{�̂�𝑗 exp(𝑖𝜔𝑡)} (2.9) 

𝜂b(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝜂b𝑞(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑞

 (2.11) 

𝑖𝜔𝜇𝑗
2�̂�𝑗 = −

𝑔

𝑙
(𝑍〈exp(𝑖𝑘o𝑦)〉𝑗 + ∑〈�̂�o𝑞〉𝑗

𝑞

− ∑〈�̂�b𝑞〉𝑗

𝑞

) (2.12) 
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where 𝜇𝑗
2 = 1 − 𝑖𝑟𝑗/(𝜔ℎ𝑗) is a complex frictional correction factor. The term 𝑍〈exp(𝑖𝑘o𝑦)〉𝑗 is the 

forcing term, representing the elevation due to the tidal wave in the outer sea. The second 

term on the right-hand side is the elevation due to radiating waves in the outer sea and the 

third term is the elevation in the basin. Hence, the flow velocity in the inlets is expressed in 

terms of elevation in the outer sea (tidal wave and radiating waves) and the basin. Expressing 

the second and third term on the right-hand side in terms of �̂�𝑗 gives  

〈�̂�o𝑞〉𝑗 = 𝑧o𝑗𝑞�̂�𝑞 ,     〈�̂�b𝑞〉𝑗 = 𝑧b𝑗𝑞�̂�𝑞 (2.13) 

Here, 𝑧o𝑗𝑞 is the outer sea impedance and 𝑧b𝑗𝑞 is the basin impedance, expressing the influence 

of flow through inlet 𝑞 on the elevation at inlet 𝑗. Derivation of the impedances will result in a 

linear system that can be written in matrix form according to 𝑨𝒖 = 𝒇, where 𝒖 = (�̂�1, … , �̂�𝐽) for 

𝐽 inlets. The forcing term 𝒇 represents the incoming tidal wave. This system is then solved for 

the unknown velocity amplitudes �̂�𝑗 in the inlets.  

It is important to emphasize the flow solution’s dependency on the friction coefficients 𝑟𝑗 and 

𝑟𝑏. The bottom friction coefficients 𝑟𝑗 (in the inlets) and 𝑟b (in the basins) are chosen according 

to Lorentz’ linearization, such that 

where 𝑐𝑑 is the drag coefficient 𝑐𝑑 = 2.5 × 10−3 and 𝑈𝑗 and 𝑈b are the velocity scales 

representative of the inlets and basin, respectively. The velocity scale in the inlets is defined 

as 𝑈𝑗 = |�̂�𝑗|, where �̂�𝑗 is the amplitude of the velocity in the inlet for a sinusoidal tide. The 

velocity scale in the basin is the average velocity in the basin, which is defined as 

𝑈b
2 =

1

𝐵𝐿
∫ ∫ (|�̂�b|2 + |�̂�b|2)

𝐿

0

𝐵

0

𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 (2.15) 

The velocity scales 𝑈𝑗 in the inlet and 𝑈b in the basin are both inputs and output of the model, 

so an initial guess is used as first input and the actual velocity scales are determined 

iteratively. The initial guess is 𝑈𝑗 = 𝑍/√𝑔ℎ𝑗 and 𝑈b = 0. The values of 𝑈𝑗 = |�̂�𝑗| and 𝑈b resulting 

from this solution are then used in Eq. (2.14) to obtain new values of the friction coefficients 𝑟𝑗 

and 𝑟b, leading again to new solutions for 𝑈𝑗 and 𝑈b. The velocity scales are updated iteratively 

by applying an underrelaxation procedure until the input and output velocity scales are 

approximately equal (using a maximum error tolerance of 10−10).    

The system of equations in Section 2.1 can also be solved for the elevation amplitude �̂�𝑏 and 

flow velocity amplitude �̂�b in the basin. The model equations for the basin in Eq. (2.5) can be 

combined with the expression in terms of complex amplitudes (�̂�b, �̂�b, �̂�b) in Eq. (2.8) to get  

with frictional correction factor 𝜇b
2 = 1 − 𝑖𝑟b/(𝜔ℎb) and shallow water wave number 𝑘b =

𝜔/√𝑔ℎb for the basin. Using Green’s function to determine the co-oscillating basin solution �̂�b𝑞 

due to inlet 𝑞, the following expression for the surface elevation in the basin due to inlet 𝑞 is 

found: 

�̂�b𝑞(𝑥 − 𝑙 − 𝐿, 𝑦) =  
𝑖𝑏𝑞ℎ𝑞�̂�𝑞

𝜔
∑ 𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑞𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

,     𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑞 =
〈𝑓𝑞𝜓𝑚𝑛〉𝑞

1 − 𝜇b
−2𝑘b

−2𝑘𝑚𝑛
2

 (2.17) 

𝑟𝑗 =
8

3𝜋
𝑐𝑑𝑈𝑗 ,     𝑟b =

8

3𝜋
𝑐𝑑𝑈b (2.14) 

∇2�̂�b + 𝜇b
2𝑘b

2�̂�b = 0,   �̂�b =
𝑔𝑖

𝜇b
2𝜔

∇�̂�b (2.16) 
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Here, 𝜓𝑚𝑛 are the normalized eigenmodes of the closed basin, with in this research 𝑀 = 50 in 

the cross-shore 𝑥-direction and 𝑁 = 50 in the alongshore 𝑦-direction, and 

are the corresponding eigenvalues. The eigenmodes are given by  

𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎𝑚𝑛cos (𝑚𝜋𝑥/𝐿)cos (𝑛𝜋𝑦/𝐵)/√𝐵𝐿 (2.19) 

with 𝑎00 = 1, 𝑎𝑚0 = 𝑎0𝑛 = √2 and 𝑎𝑚𝑛 = 2 for 𝑚 ≠ 0 and 𝑛 ≠ 0.  

Since the elevation �̂�𝑏 and the flow velocity amplitude �̂�b are a superposition of the 

contributions of all the open inlets 𝑞, we obtain 

�̂�b =
𝑖𝜔𝜇𝑏

2

𝑔
∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

,     �̂�b = − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛∇𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

 (2.20) 

where  

�̃�𝑚𝑛 =
1

𝜇b
2𝑘b

2ℎb

∑ 𝑏𝑞ℎ𝑞�̂�𝑞𝑐𝑚𝑛𝑞

𝑞

 

Hence, we now have an expression for the flow velocity amplitude �̂�b = (�̂�b, �̂�b) in the basin, 

with �̂�b and �̂�b the complex flow velocity amplitudes in the cross-shore 𝑥- and alongshore 𝑦-

direction: 

�̂�b = − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛

𝜕𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝜕𝑥

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

,     �̂�b = − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛

𝜕𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝜕𝑦

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

 (2.21) 

 

2.3 Parameter values 
The parameter values in Table 2.1 represent the locations Georgia Bight on the Atlantic Coast 

and the Wadden Sea on the Northern European coast (Roos et al., 2013). The initial values for 

the inlet widths and depths in Table 2.1 are mean values. The individual widths are 

randomized around the value presented in Table 2.1 (by (0.2 ∙ rand(0,1) + 0.9)𝑏𝑗, where 

rand(0,1) is a random value between 0 and 1), after which they are multiplied with the constant 

shape factor to calculate the corresponding inlet depths.  

Parameter Symbol & unit Value (Wadden Sea) Value (Georgia Bight) 

Tidal amplitude 𝑍 (m) 1 1 

Tidal frequency 𝜔 (rad/s) 1.41 × 10−4 1.41 × 10−4 

Basin width 𝐵 (m) 100 × 103 100 × 103 

Basin length 𝐿 (m) 10 × 103 2 × 103 

Basin depth ℎb (m) 5 2 

Ocean depth ℎo (m) 20 30 

Wave number 𝑘o (rad/m) 8.2 × 10−6 0 

Inlet length 𝑙𝑗 (m) 5 × 103 1 × 103 

Initial inlet depth ℎ𝑗 (m) 5 2 

Initial inlet width 𝑏𝑗 (m) 1.0 × 103 0.4 × 103 

Inlet shape factor 𝛾𝑗
2 (-) 0.005 0.005 

Drag coefficient in inlet and basin 𝑐𝑑 (-) 0.0025 0.0025 

Initial nr. of inlets 𝐽 (-) 40 40 

Equilibrium flow velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 (m/s) 1.0 1.0 

Sediment import 𝑀 1.0 × 106 1.0 × 105 

Time step ∆𝑡 (year) 1 0.5 

Table 2.1: Parameter values used in this study for the Wadden Sea and Georgia Bight (on the Atlantic coast) 

(Roos et al., 2013).  

𝑘𝑚𝑛 = √(𝑚𝜋/𝐿)2 + (𝑛𝜋/𝐵)2 (2.18) 
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3. Tidal divides 
How can hydraulic tidal divides be identified in models of multi-inlet tidal systems without 

topographic highs? 

The objective of the first research question is to determine how tidal divides can be identified 

in the exploratory model by Roos et al. (2013) presented in Chapter 2. Morphological tidal 

divides are not included in the model, but hydraulic tidal divides can be interpreted as 

resulting from the flow field. Two different methods will be applied to locate the tidal divides 

and these methods are introduced in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, the results of applying the 

identification methods are presented for systems with two inlets, three inlets and more than 

three inlets. In Section 3.3, the results are discussed and conclusions about the applicability 

of the methods are drawn in Section 3.4.  

 

3.1 Identification methods 
The first identification method of tidal divides makes use of the definition of tidal divide by 

Dastgheib et al. (2008): the line of minimum standard deviation over a tidal cycle of (depth-

averaged) velocities is the tidal divide. Since our modelling approach yields the complex 

amplitude of the flow velocity in the basin, the time factor of the tidal cycle does not have to 

be taken into account. Therefore, the first definition of tidal divide that will be used is the 

following: the line of minimum amplitude of (depth-averaged) flow velocities. The second 

method relates to the fact that the hydraulic tidal divide is the boundary between adjacent 

tidal basins, i.e. tidal waves entering the back-barrier basin through two adjacent tidal inlets 

are “meeting” each other at the hydraulic tidal divide. Consequently, there will be a relatively 

large phase difference in alongshore flow velocity at the tidal divide.  

Hence, the hydraulic tidal divides will be located using two different methods: (1) locating 

minimum amplitudes of (depth-averaged) flow velocities, and (2) locating large phase 

differences in the alongshore velocity (in the alongshore 𝑦-direction). Both methods make use 

of the (complex) tidal flow velocity amplitude in the basin.  

 

3.1.1 Method 1: Minimum flow velocity amplitudes 
The definition of the tidal divide that is used in this method is the line of minimum amplitude 

of the (depth-averaged) flow velocities. Usually, the local minima of the flow velocity 

amplitudes can be located by setting the (spatial) derivative equal to zero. However, the 

current approach yields complex vectors of the flow velocity amplitude, with spatial 

components �̂�𝑏 and �̂�𝑏, and therefore finding the minima by taking the derivative is not as 

straightforward. Furthermore, the complex flow velocity amplitudes are discretized and 

calculated on what can be interpreted as a “spatial grid” and hence their derivates are 

discretized and most likely nowhere exactly equal to zero. Therefore, the minimum flow 

velocity amplitudes have to be located without using derivatives. This is done by assuming 

that a tidal divide is located between every pair of adjacent tidal inlets, such that local minima 

in a certain range of 𝑥- and 𝑦-coordinates can be found. Furthermore, it is assumed that a tidal 

divide starts directly behind a barrier island. Hence, the minimum flow velocity amplitude 

directly behind every barrier island has to be located. Then, the seemingly continuous line of 

minimum flow velocity amplitudes towards the main land forms the tidal divide. Using this 

method, bifurcations cannot appear in one tidal divide, but adjacent tidal divides may 

converge.  
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To apply this method, firstly the open inlets have to be located. The inlet morphology is 

updated in the model at every time step, until an equilibrium is reached. Hence, the locations 

of the open inlets and thus of the barrier islands are known for every time step. The model 

yields the complex flow velocity amplitude �̂�𝑏, so the norm ‖�̂�𝑏‖ of this complex vector will be 

considered to find the minimum values: 

‖�̂�𝑏‖ = √�̂�𝑏�̂�𝑏
̅̅ ̅ + �̂�𝑏�̂�𝑏

̅̅ ̅ (3.1) 

where �̂�𝑏
̅̅ ̅ and �̂�𝑏

̅̅ ̅ are the complex conjugates of �̂�𝑏 and �̂�𝑏, respectively. Combining the 

expressions for �̂�𝑏 and �̂�𝑏 in Eq. (2.21) with 𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) in Eq. (2.19) gives the following 

expressions for the complex (depth-averaged) flow velocity amplitude in the cross-shore 𝑥-

direction: 

�̂�b = − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛

𝜕𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝜕𝑥

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

= − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛

−
𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑚𝜋

𝐿
sin (

𝑚𝜋𝑥
𝐿 ) cos (

𝑛𝜋𝑦
𝐵 )

√𝐵𝐿

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

 (3.2) 

and in the alongshore 𝑦-direction: 

�̂�b = − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛

𝜕𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝜕𝑦

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

= − ∑ �̃�𝑚𝑛

−
𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑛𝜋

𝐵
cos (

𝑚𝜋𝑥
𝐿 ) sin (

𝑛𝜋𝑦
𝐵 )

√𝐵𝐿

𝑀,𝑁

𝑚=𝑛=1

 (3.3) 

where 𝑀 = 𝑁 = 50. Note that �̃�𝑚𝑛 varies over (morphodynamic) time, while 𝜓𝑚𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) varies 

over the locations (𝑥, 𝑦). Hence, �̂�b and �̂�b and their complex conjugates �̂�b
̅̅ ̅ and �̂�b

̅̅ ̅ can be 

calculated for every timestep and every location. From that, ‖�̂�b‖ can be determined according 

to Eq. (3.1).  

By the definition of a hydraulic tidal divide, the line where norm ‖�̂�b‖ of the complex flow 

velocity amplitude �̂�b is minimal forms the tidal divide. In this method, it is assumed that a 

tidal divide appears on the basin side of every barrier island located between a pair of adjacent 

open inlets. Hence, after the open inlets have been located, the lines of minimum flow velocity 

amplitude can be identified. Note that ‖�̂�b‖ is discretized spatially. The desired number of 

data points in the cross-shore 𝑥-direction and the alongshore 𝑦-direction can be implemented 

in the model.  

 

3.1.2 Method 2: Large phase differences 
At a hydraulic tidal divide, tidal waves entering the back-barrier basin through two adjacent 

tidal inlets are “meeting” each other. Consequently, at that location there will most likely be a 

large phase difference in the alongshore 𝑦-component of the flow velocity, 𝑣b. Recall that 𝑣b is 

written as 𝑣b = ℜ(�̂�b exp(𝑖𝜔𝑡)) in Eq. (2.8), where 𝑣b is the complex amplitude. An advantage 

of this complex representation is that the amplitude 𝐴 and the phase angle 𝜙 of the alongshore 

flow velocity 𝑣b are combined into the single complex amplitude �̂�b, which can be written as 

where 𝐴 is the magnitude and 𝜙 is the argument of �̂�b. The magnitude 𝐴 of the complex 

amplitude �̂�b is the amplitude of the flow velocity 𝑣b, while the argument 𝜙 of �̂�b is the phase 

angle of the flow velocity 𝑣b. Hence, the phase angle 𝜙 of the flow velocity in the 𝑦-direction 

can easily be determined: 

where 𝑎 is the real part and 𝑏 is the imaginary part of the complex amplitude �̂�b (such that 

�̂�b = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖), Arg stands for argument (of a complex number) and atan2 is a function that can 

�̂�b = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝜙 (3.4) 

𝜙 = Arg(�̂�b) = Arg(𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖) = atan2(𝑏, 𝑎) (3.5) 
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be used to calculate the argument of a complex number. It is assumed that the phase 

differences at the tidal divides are significantly larger than anywhere else and that they are 

approximately 𝜋 rad (or 180° degrees). The condition for locating tidal divides is then a phase 

change from below 𝜋 rad to above 𝜋 rad, in the positive longshore 𝑦-direction. It is important 

to note that phase changes from above 𝜋 rad to below 𝜋 rad occur in the middle of open inlets.   

 

3.2 Results of identification 
In this section, the results of the identification methods from Section 3.1 will be presented. The 

algorithms for identifying tidal divides are run without morphological changes, so there is no 

evolution of inlets. To evaluate the applicability of the identification methods for different inlet 

morphologies, six cases with either two or three inlets are considered. Expectations about the 

approximate location(s) of the tidal divide(s) are presented in Table 3.1. The qualitative 

expectations will be compared to the results of the two methods, as the objective is to evaluate 

the correctness of the results and the applicability of the methods for different geometries. The 

results for the two identification methods are shown in surface plots, alongside a plan view of 

the geometry showing the locations and widths of the inlets. The parameter values that are 

used in the model simulations are those representing the Wadden Sea (see Table 2.1), where 

the number of inlets and the inlet widths (and hence depths) are modified to simulate the cases 

presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: The six cases that are studied and a description of the tidal divides that are expected to be found. 

The exact locations and widths of the inlets are specified in Table 3.2 and 3.3. 

To check whether symmetry is captured correctly by the tidal divide identification methods, 

the first case we study is one where both tidal inlets are of equal size and at equal distance 

from the sides of the basin. We expect that the tidal divide is a line straight down the middle 

between the two open inlets. The second case we consider again consists of two open inlets, but 

different in size. It is expected that a larger tidal inlet acquires a larger “area of influence”. 

Hence, no symmetry is expected as the hydraulic tidal should be closer to the smaller inlet. 

For three equally-sized inlets (Case 3), two straight tidal divides are expected to occur in the 

middle between the two pairs of adjacent open inlets, as again the situation in the basin should 

be symmetric. For the cases with three differently-sized inlets (Cases 4, 5 and 6), the tidal 

divides should be closer to and deflect towards the smaller inlet(s). For Case 4, where the 

middle inlet is smaller than the outer two, the tidal divides are even expected to converge into 

one tidal divide when the middle inlet is significantly smaller than its neighbouring inlets 

(Kragtwijk et al., 2004).  

Case Inlets Expected tidal divide(s) 

1 
Two, equally-sized 

(𝑏1 = 𝑏2) 
One, in the middle between the two open inlets 

2 
Two, differently-sized  

(𝑏1 < 𝑏2) 
One, closer to the smaller inlet than to the wider inlet 

3 
Three, equally-sized 

(𝑏1 = 𝑏2 = 𝑏3) 
Two, in the middle between each pair of adjacent open inlets 

4 
Three, differently-sized 

(𝑏2 < 𝑏1 = 𝑏3) 

Two, closer to the smaller inlet and, in case the middle inlet is 

significantly small, converging into one tidal divide towards the coast 

5 
Three, differently-sized 

(𝑏2 > 𝑏1 = 𝑏3) 

Two, closer to the smaller inlets and, when the outer inlets are 

significantly small, deflecting towards the outer inlets 

6 
Three, differently-sized 

(𝑏1 < 𝑏2 < 𝑏3) 

Two, closer to the smaller inlets and, when the smaller inlets are 

significantly small, deflecting towards the smaller outlets 
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3.2.1 Two inlets 
In a tidal inlet system with two inlets, only one tidal divide should occur. The cases that are 

considered are the case with two equally-sized inlets and two differently-sized inlets. The 

widths and locations of the tidal divides studied for the different cases are shown in Table 3.2.  

Case Inlets 𝒃𝟏 (𝐦) 𝒃𝟐 (𝐦) 𝒚𝟏(𝐦) 𝒚𝟐(𝐦) 

1 Two, equally-sized (𝑏1 = 𝑏2) 7,000 7,000 25,000             75,000 

2 Two, differently-sized (𝑏1 < 𝑏2) 3,000 10,000 25,000 75,000 

Table 3.2: Inlet widths and locations for the cases with two open inlets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) according to (a) method 1 and 

(b) method 2, with two open inlets of inlet width 7 km (so equally-sized) at 𝑦 = 25 km and 𝑦 = 75 km. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) according to (a) method 1 and 

(b) method 2, with two open inlets of inlet width 3 km and 10 km (so differently-sized) at 𝑦 = 25 km and 𝑦 =
75 km.  
 
For two equally-sized inlets (Fig. 3.1), the result is a straight tidal divide in the middle between 

the two inlets. For two differently-sized inlets (Fig. 3.2), the tidal divide is located closer to the 

smaller inlet. Furthermore, in Fig. 3.2 a slight deflection of the tidal divide towards the smaller 

inlet can be seen.  
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3.2.2 Three inlets 
When three tidal inlets are included in the multi-inlet tidal system, two tidal divides are 

expected to occur. Furthermore, it is expected that the tidal divide(s) will be closer to and 

deflect towards narrower inlets. The four cases that are considered for three tidal inlets are 

presented in Table 3.3 and the results are shown in Fig. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. 

Case Inlets 𝒃𝟏 (𝐦) 𝒃𝟐 (𝐦) 𝒃𝟑 (𝐦) 𝒚𝟏(𝐦) 𝒚𝟐(𝐦) 𝒚𝟑(𝐦) 

3 Three, equally-sized (𝑏1 = 𝑏2 = 𝑏3) 7,000 7,000 7,000 25,000 50,000 75,000 

4 Three, differently-sized (𝑏2 < 𝑏1 = 𝑏3) 10,000 2,000 10,000 25,000 50,000 75,000 

5 Three, differently-sized (𝑏2 > 𝑏1 = 𝑏3) 5,000 10,000 5,000 25,000 50,000 75,000 

6 Three, differently-sized (𝑏1 < 𝑏2 < 𝑏3) 3,000 5,000 10,000 25,000 50,000 75,000 

Table 3.3: Inlet widths and locations for the cases with three open inlets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) according to (a) method 1 and 

(b) method 2, with three open inlets of inlet width 7 km (so equally-sized) at 𝑦 = 25 km, 𝑦 = 50 km and 𝑦 =
75 km. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) according to (a) method 1 and 

(b) method 2, with three open inlets of inlet width 10 km, 2 km and 10 km (so differently-sized) at 𝑦 = 25 km, 

𝑦 = 50 km and 𝑦 = 75 km.  
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Fig. 3.5: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) according to (a) method 1 and 

(b) method 2, with three open inlets of inlet width 5 km, 10 km and 5 km (so differently-sized) at 𝑦 = 25 km, 

𝑦 = 50 km and 𝑦 = 75 km. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) according to (a) method 1 and 

(b) method 2, with three open inlets of inlet width 3 km, 5 km and 10 km (so differently-sized) at 𝑦 = 25 km, 

𝑦 = 50 km and 𝑦 = 75 km. 

 

For three equally-sized inlets, two tidal divides are located in the middle between two adjacent 

inlets, but they are not straight as they deflect slightly towards the sides of the basin (Fig. 3.3). 

For differently-sized inlets, the tidal divides are located closer to the smaller inlets(s) and they 

also deflect slightly to those inlets (Fig 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6). As can be seen in Fig. 3.4, it is also 

possible that adjacent tidal divides converge into one tidal divide, when the middle open inlet 

in the middle is sufficiently small. Comparing Fig. 3.4(a) to Fig. 3.4(b), there is a slight 

difference between the locations where this convergence occurs according to the two 

identification methods. However, we do not know which result is more accurate, as there are 

no data available to assess these qualitative results.   
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3.2.3 More than three inlets 
To analyse the applicability of both tidal divide identification methods for situations with more 

than three inlets, an equilibrium situation resulting from a model run with the Wadden Sea 

parameters (see Table 2.1) is used.  

It can be seen that the first identification method (Fig. 3.7(a)) always yields tidal divides that 

reach all the way to the main land, while the second method (Fig. 3.7(b)) does not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.7: Surface plots of (a) ‖�̂�𝑏‖ and (b) 𝜙, showing the tidal divide (in black) for (a) method 1 and (b) method 

2, for an equilibrium situation for the Wadden Sea  parameter values, as shown in the most right figure (see 

Table 2.1). 

 

3.3 Subconclusions 
Two possible methods of identifying hydraulic tidal divides are studied, which both make use 

of the complex amplitude of the flow velocity in the back-barrier basin. The first method uses 

the definition of tidal divides as lines of minimum flow velocity amplitude (Dastgheib et al., 

2008). It is assumed that such a line is located between every barrier island and the main land. 

The second method makes use of large phase differences in the alongshore flow velocity, as 

hydraulic tidal divides are locations where the tidal waves through two (adjacent) open inlets 

“meet” each other and hence a large phase difference in alongshore flow velocity occurs there. 

The results of both methods for different cases are shown in Table 3.4.  

From the results of both identification methods, it is evident that the tidal divides are located 

closer to smaller inlets and they deflect towards the smaller inlets as they approach the main 

land. Consequently, the tidal divides converge towards each other when an inlet is much 

smaller than its two neighbouring inlets. When the middle inlet is significantly small, its 

adjacent tidal divides converge into one tidal divide. An important feature of identification 

methods for tidal divides is whether they are able to reproduce such tidal divides, as they also 

occur in nature when one tidal inlet is significantly small with respect to two adjacent inlets 

(Kragtwijk et al., 2004). Both methods are capable of reproducing these tidal divides and it is 

difficult to state which result is more accurate, as there are no data or observations to which 

the results can be compared. 

The results for both methods are similar, but in the first method the assumption is made that 

the tidal divide is a line over the entire distance between a barrier island and the main land. 

Hence, the results of the first method of course show seemingly continuous lines all the way 
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from the barrier island to the main land. Consequently, tidal subbasin areas can be calculated 

directly from the results of that identification method. This is not the case for the second 

method, as such an assumption is not included in that method. This can of course be solved by 

assuming and imposing that the tidal divide continues from the “end” of the identified tidal 

divide towards the main land in one straight line. Unfortunately, this would undoubtedly 

reduce the accuracy of the method that is based on large phase differences. This is undesirable 

and probably unnecessary, as the first identification method seems to provide a respectable 

alternative to identify the tidal divides towards the main land that is actually based on the 

model results, namely the minimum flow velocity amplitudes in the basin. Therefore, the 

method that locates the lines of minimum flow velocity amplitudes in the basin will be used in 

the remaining part of this research to identify tidal divides and subsequently calculate the 

surface areas of tidal subbasins. The method can also be applied over time during a model 

simulation, if the objective is to study the development of tidal subbasin areas over time.  

 

Table 3.4: Expected tidal divides for the different cases that are considered, and an indication of whether the 

results from the two methods agree with the expectations.  

 

 

 

  

Case Inlets Expected tidal divide(s) Method 1  Method 2 

1 
Two, equally-sized 

(𝑏1 = 𝑏2) 

One, in the middle between the two open 

inlets 

Yes, a 

straight line 

Yes, a 

straight line 

2 
Two, differently-sized  

(𝑏1 < 𝑏2) 

One, closer to the smaller inlet than to the 

wider inlet 
Yes Yes 

3 
Three, equally-sized 

(𝑏1 = 𝑏2 = 𝑏3) 

Two, in the middle between each pair of 

adjacent open inlets 

Yes, not a 

straight line 

Yes, not a 

straight line 

4 
Three, differently-sized 

(𝑏2 < 𝑏1 = 𝑏3) 

Two, closer to the smaller inlet and, in case 

the middle inlet is significantly small, 

converging into one tidal divide towards the 

coast 

Yes Yes 

5 
Three, differently-sized 

(𝑏2 > 𝑏1 = 𝑏3) 

Two, closer to the smaller inlets and, in case 

the outer inlets are significantly small, 

deflecting towards the outer inlets 

Yes 

Yes, but not 

reaching the 

main land 

6 
Three, differently-sized 

(𝑏1 < 𝑏2 < 𝑏3) 

Two, closer to the smaller inlets and, in case 

the smaller inlets are significantly small, 

deflecting towards the smaller outlets 

Yes 

Yes, but not 

reaching the 

main land  
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4. Tidal prism - inlet area relationship 
To what extent do the model results agree with the empirical tidal prism - inlet area relationships?  

The objective of this research question is to compare the model results with the O’Brien-Jarrett 

Law, which is an empirical relationship between tidal prisms and inlets’ cross-sectional areas 

(𝑃-Ω relationship). The methodology that is applied is introduced in Section 4.1, including the 

calculation methods of tidal prisms. In Section 4.2, the results of the comparison are shown for 

parameter sets representing the Wadden Sea and the Georgia Bight (Atlantic coast). In Section 

4.3, the accuracy of the tidal prism approximation is discussed. Then in Section 4.4, the 

temporal development of the tidal prism - inlet area relationship during the system’s evolution 

is investigated. A discussion of the results and the subconclusions are presented in Section 4.5.  

 

4.1 Comparison method 
To enable us to compare the model results to the empirical tidal prism - inlet area relationship 

that was introduced in Section 1.1.3, the coefficients of that empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law 

have to be known. They are presented in Section 4.1.1. Then, the tidal prisms resulting from 

the model have to be calculated (Section 4.1.2) in order to determine the coefficients according 

to the model (Section 4.1.3). These coefficients according to the model can then be compared to 

the empirically determined coefficients, which is done in Section 4.2.  

 

4.1.1 Empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law 
Empirical relationships between the tidal prism and the cross-sectional area of a tidal inlet 

can be used to predict the long-term morphological equilibrium and hence development of tidal 

inlet systems. In a modelling context, they can also be used to validate models of tidal inlet 

systems. The first attempts to actually determine an empirical relationship between the inlet’s 

cross-sectional area, Ω, and the tidal prism, 𝑃, were by O’Brien (1931, 1969). He proposed an 

empirical relationship of the form  

where Ω is the minimum cross-sectional area of the tidal inlet, i.e. below mean water level, 𝑃 

is the tidal prism based on the spring tidal range, 𝛼 = 0.85 and 𝑘 = 4.69 × 10−4, where Ω is in 

ft2 and 𝑃 is in ft3. Later, Jarrett (1976) attempted to validate this empirical relationship by 

considering a large number of tidal inlets in North America, and determining the coefficients 

𝑘 and 𝛼 through regression analysis. The results of his analysis are shown in Fig. 4.1 and 

presented in Table 4.1. 

Jarrett (1976) distinguished between various groups of inlets. He used data from inlets in 

North-America, where he distinguished between the Atlantic coast, the Pacific coast and the 

Gulf of Mexico and whether no jetties, one jetty or two jetties were present at the studied 

location. A similar trend as found by Jarrett (1976) also emerged from the model experiments 

of Mayor-Mora (1973) and Seabergh et al. (2001) that were carried out under controlled 

conditions including wave actions (D’Alpaos et al., 2009). Byrne et al. (1981) also performed 

model experiments, but for smaller inlets. The results of all these experiments are also shown 

in Fig. 4.1. The systems for which the empirical relationship is determined are assumed to be 

in equilibrium, so for now it is assumed that the O’Brien-Jarrett Law holds (only) for tidal inlet 

systems that are in equilibrium. Note that in Section 4.4, the tidal prism - inlet area 

relationship for systems that are not yet in equilibrium is studied.  

Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 (4.1) 
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Fig. 4.1: Tidal prism 𝑃 vs. equilibrium cross-sectional area Ω, for field and laboratory data (D’Alpaos et al., 

2009). 

Table 4.1: Results of the regression analysis by Jarrett (1976) for coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼, where inlet area Ω is in 

ft2 and tidal prism 𝑃 is in ft3. 

Dieckmann et al. (1988) have analysed the tidal prism - inlet area relationship Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 for the 

Wadden Sea and they have determined the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼. They used the data from 26 

from a total of 28 tidal inlets and 11 inlet-type structures along the coast of the “German Bight” 

between Den Helder in the Netherlands and Skallingen in Denmark. It turned out that all 

data points lie within the 95% confidence limits and are very close to the regression curve 

found by Jarrett (1976). With Ω and 𝑃 in metric units, the results for the German Bight inlets 

(Dieckmann et al., 1988) and the American inlets (Jarrett, 1976) are presented in Table 4.2. 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Results of the analyses by Dieckmann et al. (1988) and Jarrett (1976), where inlet area Ω is in m2 

and tidal prism 𝑃 is in m3. 

 

4.1.2 Calculation of tidal prism 
To compare the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law to the model results, the tidal prism 𝑃 resulting 

from the model has to be calculated. The tidal prism 𝑃 is defined as the volume of water 

entering a tidal basin during flood tide and leaving the basin again during ebb tide.  

Location No. of 

jetties 

𝒌 (𝒎𝟐−𝟑𝜶) 𝜶 (−) 95% CI 𝒌 95% CI 𝜶 No. of data 

points 

Atlantic 0,1,2 
0,1 
2 

7.75 × 10−6 

5.37 × 10−6 

5.77 × 10−5 

1.05 

1.07 

0.95 

7.14 × 10−6 − 8.41 × 10−6 

4.86 × 10−6 − 5.92 × 10−6 

4.98 × 10−5 − 6.69 × 10−5 

0.99 − 1.12 

0.99 − 1.16 

0.81 − 1.09 

79 

50 

29 

Pacific 0,1,2 
0,1 
2 

1.19 × 10−4 

1.91 × 10−6 

5.28 × 10−4 

0.91 

1.03 

0.85 

1.07 × 10−4 − 1.32 × 10−4 

1.57 × 10−6 − 2.32 × 10−6 

4.96 × 10−4 − 5.23 × 10−4 

0.86 − 0.97 

0.99 − 1.21 

0.81 − 0.88 

47 

16 

31 

Gulf of 

Mexico 

0,2 
0 

5.02 × 10−4 

3.51 × 10−4 

0.84 

0.86 
4.25 × 10−4 − 5.93 × 10−4 

2.97 × 10−4 − 4.16 × 10−4 

0.73 − 0.95 

0.73 − 0.99 

36 

30 

All data 0,1,2 
0,1 
2 

5.74 × 10−5 

1.04 × 10−5 

3.76 × 10−4 

0.95 

1.03 

0.86 

5.36 × 10−5 − 6.13 × 10−5 

9.47 × 10−6 − 1.13 × 10−5 

3.44 × 10−4 − 4.11 × 10−4 

0.91 − 1.00 

0.97 − 1.10 

0.91 − 0.92 

162 

96 

66 

Location 𝒌 𝜶 

German Bight (Wadden Sea) 3.720 × 10−4 0.915 

Atlantic coast 3.039 × 10−5 1.050 

Gulf coast 9.311 × 10−4 0.840 

Pacific coast 2.833 × 10−4 0.910 
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As introduced in Section 1.1.3, there are different ways of calculating the tidal prism, differing 

in their complexity and hence accuracy. The first method we will consider is used by e.g. 

Krishnamurthy (1977) and it is based on obtaining the flow discharge through the inlet by 

multiplying the flow velocity with the width and depth of the inlet, and integrating over half 

the tidal cycle to obtain the tidal prism. This yields the exact tidal prism for the model that is 

used in this study, which can be calculated as 

where 𝐵 is the width of the rectangular cross-section of tidal inlet 𝑗, 𝑈 is the local depth-

averaged velocity and 𝐷 is the instantaneous flow depth at the inlet caused by a sinusoidal 

tidal forcing with period 𝑇 (= 2𝜋/𝜔, where 𝜔 is the tidal frequency) (Krishnamurthy, 1977). 

Since the inlet geometry does not change on the time scale of the hydrodynamics, the width 𝐵 

of the cross-section of the tidal inlet is 𝑏𝑗. Similarly, 𝐷(𝑡) can be written as ℎ𝑗. The local depth-

averaged velocity at the inlet is 𝑢𝑗(𝑡), which can be written as 𝑢𝑗(𝑡) = ℜ{�̂�𝑗 exp(𝑖𝜔𝑡)}, where we 

know that 𝑈𝑗 = |�̂�𝑗|. Hence, this gives the following expression for the tidal prism in Eq. (4.2): 

where 𝑏𝑗 and ℎ𝑗 are the width (m) and depth (m) of open inlet 𝑗 respectively, 𝑈𝑗 is the flow 

velocity amplitude (m/s) in open inlet 𝑗 and 𝜔 is the tidal frequency (rad/𝑠) of the outer sea.  

The cross-sectional areas of the inlets, i.e. inlet areas, are given by 

where Ω𝑗 is the minimum (below mean sea-level) cross-sectional area (m2) of inlet 𝑗 and ℎ𝑗 and 

𝑏𝑗 are the inlet depth (m) and width (m), respectively. Hence, Eq. (4.3) can be written as 

𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 2Ω𝑗𝑈𝑗/𝜔 (4.5) 

which is then the actual tidal prism resulting from the model.  

The second calculation method is an approximation of the tidal prism, which is only valid when 

the size of the tidal basin is sufficiently small compared to the tidal wave length, such that the 

spatial variation in water level in the basin can be neglected (Kragtwijk, 2002). Thus, this 

method assumes a uniform water level throughout the basin, such that 

𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b,𝑗 (4.6) 

where 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 is the approximation of the tidal prism (m3) corresponding to open inlet 𝑗, 𝐻 is 

the tidal range (m) and 𝐴b,𝑗 is the surface area of the tidal subbasin (m2) corresponding to open 

inlet 𝑗. This is also the method of calculating the tidal prism proposed by Bruun (1978), who 

calculated the tidal prism as the “watershed area” (tidal (sub)basin area) times twice the tidal 

amplitude. Hughes (2002) also observed that the tidal prism can be approximated as 𝑃 = 𝜑2𝑎𝑆, 

𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
1

2
∫|𝐵𝑈(𝑡)𝐷(𝑡) |𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

=
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 ∫|𝑢𝑗(𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 (4.2) 

𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 ∫|𝑢𝑗(𝑡)| 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

=
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 ∫|ℜ{�̂�𝑗 exp(𝑖𝜔𝑡)}| 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

=
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 ∫|𝑈𝑗 cos(𝜔𝑡)|𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

=
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 ( ∫ 𝑈𝑗 cos(𝜔𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑇

3𝑇/4

+ ∫ −𝑈𝑗 cos(𝜔𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

3𝑇/4

𝑇/4

+ ∫ 𝑈𝑗 cos(𝜔𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑇/4

0

)

=
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗 ([

𝑈𝑗

𝜔
sin(𝜔𝑡)]

3𝑇/4

𝑇

+ [−
𝑈𝑗

𝜔
sin(𝜔𝑡)]

𝑇/4

3𝑇/4

+ [
𝑈𝑗

𝜔
sin(𝜔𝑡)]

0

𝑇/4

)

=
1

2
𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗

𝑈𝑗

𝜔
(1 + 2 + 1) = 2𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗𝑈𝑗/𝜔 

(4.3) 

Ω𝑗 = ℎ𝑗 ∙ 𝑏𝑗 (4.4) 
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where 𝜑 is an empirical factor accounting for the effects of non-sinusoidal tides, 𝑎 is the 

amplitude of the tidal forcing and 𝑆 is the surface area of the tidal basin. Hence, for sinusoidal 

tides, the method used by Hughes (2002) is the same as the methods used by e.g. Bruun (1978) 

and Kragtwijk (2002).  

To approximate the tidal prism from the model results, the tidal divides have to be located 

first. They form the boundaries between the tidal basins, so their locations are required to 

calculate the tidal subbasin areas 𝐴b,𝑗. Therefore, the tidal divides are located using the first 

method described in Section 3.1.1. The area between two neighbouring (in the alongshore 

direction) tidal divides is then the basin area 𝐴b,𝑗. The tidal range 𝐻 is twice the tidal amplitude 

𝑍, which is an input parameter of the model depending on the location that is considered.  

 

4.1.3 Calculation of coefficients  
To validate whether the model results comply with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law, the model is run 

several times, where it is assumed that 50 model runs is sufficient to determine the coefficients 

𝑘 and 𝛼. The input of the model are the parameter values shown in Table 2.1 for the different 

locations. The development of the inlets and hence the model output is different for every model 

run, because the initial inlet widths and depths that are implemented in the model are actually 

mean values. The individual inlet widths are randomized around the values shown in Table 

2.1, after which the initial inlet depths are calculated using the constant shape factor. 

Subsequently, the model output is used to calculate the inlet areas Ω𝑗 and the corresponding 

tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗 for every inlet 𝑗 (see Eq. (4.5) and (4.6)). The O’Brien-Jarrett Law is empirically 

determined for tidal inlet systems that are assumed to be in equilibrium (D’Alpaos et al., 2009), 

so the model is run until an equilibrium situation is reached and only the resulting inlets’ 

cross-sectional areas and tidal prisms are used in the analysis. The values of Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗 are 

plotted in a similar loglog-plot as Fig. 4.1 (with the same value ranges on the axes to allow us 

to also compare visually) and the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 of the relationship Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 are 

determined. To this end, a function that complies with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law is fitted to the 

data. This function is a first degree polynomial of the form 

such that the coefficients of the polynomial are 𝛼 and ln 𝑘. Hence, the values of the coefficients 

𝑘 and 𝛼 are determined using the polynomial coefficients of this fitted polynomial curve. 

Finally, the resulting values of 𝑘 and 𝛼 are compared to the coefficient values in Table 4.2.  

The expression in Eq. (4.5) is a linear relation between Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗. Therefore, for this model we 

would expect a linear relation between Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗 (so 𝛼 = 1 in Eq. (4.1)). As the O’Brien-Jarrett 

Law is based on observations of systems that are assumed to be in equilibrium, the law is 

applicable in equilibrium situations. The flow velocity 𝑈𝑗 in the inlet is then equal to the 

equilibrium flow velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞. Hence, the relationship between the cross-sectional areas of the 

inlets and the tidal prisms in the model largely depends on the equilibrium flow velocity, as 

from Eq. (4.5) it follows that  

in Eq. (4.1). Thus, for this model we expect a relationship between the exact tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 

and inlet areas Ω𝑗 of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 (see Eq.  (4.1)), where 𝑘 and 𝛼 are given by Eq. (4.8).  

ln Ω = 𝛼 ∙ ln 𝑃 + ln 𝑘 (4.7) 

𝑘 =
𝜔

2𝑈𝑒𝑞
,     𝛼 = 1 (4.8) 
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4.2 Results for different parameter sets 
The parameter sets that are used for the runs for different locations, representing the Wadden 

Sea and Georgia Bight, are presented in Table 2.1. The model is run 50 times with the same 

set of parameter values, each run giving different results due to the slight difference in initial 

inlet size. Once the system is in equilibrium, the tidal prisms and cross-sectional inlet areas 

are calculated. Herein, 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥, is calculated using the tidal basin area (see Eq. (4.6)), while 

𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 depends on the flow velocity in the inlet and the inlet area (see Eq. (4.5)). From a plot 

of the tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗 against the inlet areas Ω𝑗, the coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 of the tidal prism cross-

sectional area relationship in Eq. (4.1) are calculated and compared to the values found by 

Jarrett (1976) and Dieckmann et al. (1988).  

 

4.2.1 Wadden Sea runs 
The parameter values for the Wadden Sea (see Table 2.1) are implemented in the model, which 

is run 50 times until it is in equilibrium each time. The tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 are calculated 

according to Eq. (4.5) and inlet areas Ω𝑗 according to Eq. (4.4) for every open inlet 𝑗. The results 

of this are plotted in Fig. 4.2.  

 

Fig. 4.2: Scatter plot of tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 vs. inlet areas Ω𝑗 in equilibrium, with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law and 

the function that is fitted to the data (Wadden Sea). 

The results show that a relationship of the form presented in Eq. (4.1) with coefficients 𝑘 and 

𝛼 in Eq. (4.8) is indeed satisfied. 

The same model runs that were used for Fig. 4.2, are also used to study the relation between 

the approximated tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 (according to Eq. (4.6)), and the inlet’s cross-sectional 

area. The results of this are shown in Fig. 4.3. The scatter in the results from 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 shown 

in Fig. 4.3 is so substantial that it is a challenging assignment to fit a first-degree polynomial 

of the form ln Ω = 𝛼 ln 𝑃 + ln 𝑘 to the data. Nevertheless, such a fit results in 𝑘 = 970.9 and 𝛼 =

0.159. Removing the significant outliers does not significantly change these coefficients, as the 

scatter in the results remains substantial. Comparing Fig. 4.3 to Fig. 4.2, we can deduce that 

the scatter in the model results depends on the accuracy of the tidal prism approximation. This 

will be quantified (using the coefficient of determination) and discussed in Section 4.3.  

𝑘 = 7.026 ∙ 10−5 
𝛼 = 1 
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Fig. 4.3: Scatter plot of tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 vs. inlet areas Ω𝑗 in equilibrium, with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law 

and the function that is fitted to the data (Wadden Sea). 

 

4.2.2 Atlantic coast runs 
The set of parameter values for the Georgia Bight on the Atlantic coast is presented in Table 

2.1. The model again is run 50 times until it is in equilibrium each time. The results are shown 

in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. 

 

Fig. 4.4: Scatter plot of tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 vs. inlet areas Ω𝑗 in equilibrium, with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law and 

the function that is fitted to the data (Georgia Bight). 

The values of 𝑘 and 𝛼 resulting from 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 (shown in Fig. 4.4) are 𝑘 = 7.026 ∙ 10−5 and 𝛼 = 1. 

Hence, a tidal prism - inlet area relationship of the form in Eq. (4.1) with coefficients according 

to Eq. (4.8) is also satisfied by the model results that are obtained using the Georgia Bight 

parameter set.  

For 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 (shown in Fig. 4.5), we obtain 𝑘 = 294.4 and 𝛼 = 0.146. Fig. 4.5 shows a few outliers 

that largely influence the function that is fit to the data. Removing these outliers results in a 

different fit, as shown in Fig. 4.6.  

𝑘 = 970.9 
𝛼 = 0.159 

𝑘 = 7.026 ∙ 10−5 
𝛼 = 1 
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Fig. 4.5: Scatter plot of tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 vs. inlet areas Ω𝑗 in equilibrium, with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law 

and the function that is fitted to the data (Georgia Bight). 

 

 

Fig. 4.6: Scatter plot of tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 vs. inlet areas Ω𝑗 in equilibrium, with the O’Brien-Jarrett Law 

and the function that is fitted to the data without outliers (Georgia Bight). 

The values of 𝑘 and 𝛼 resulting from the model results for 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 without outliers are 𝑘 =

8.192 ∙ 10−5 and 𝛼 = 0.993. As can be seen in Fig. 4.6, these results provide a fit that is 

remarkably close to the function that is fitted to the actual tidal prisms calculated from the 

model. Hence, for the Georgia Bight, using both tidal prism calculation methods, very similar 

tidal prism - inlet area relationships are obtained. The accuracy of the tidal prism 

approximation under different circumstances will be discussed in Section 4.3.  

The functions that are fit to the model results for 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 using the Georgia Bight 

parameter set are both remarkably close to the O’Brien-Jarrett Law of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 with 

empirical coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 determined by Jarrett (1976). They are not exactly equal, which 

is expected considering the relation between the tidal prism and the inlet area in the model.  

𝑘 = 294.4 
𝛼 = 0.146 

𝑘 = 8.192 ∙ 10−5 
𝛼 = 0.993 
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4.3 Accuracy of tidal prism approximation 
The scatter in the relationship between 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and Ω𝑗 is a result of the (in)accuracy of the 

tidal prism approximation. In Fig. 4.7, the tidal prism approximations 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 are plotted 

against the actual tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 for both the Wadden Sea runs (Fig. 4.7(a)) and the 

Georgia Bight runs (Fig. 4.7(b)). For both the Wadden Sea and the Georgia Bight, the same 

model data is used as for the O’Brien-Jarrett Law in the previous section where the model is 

run 50 times until the system is in equilibrium each time.  The coefficient of determination 𝑅2 

is used to quantify the accuracy of the approximation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.7: Scatter plot of 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 vs. 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 for (a) the Wadden Sea parameter set and (b) the Georgia Bight 

parameter set (see Table 2.1), where 𝑅2 is the coefficient of determination and the line represents the ideal 

situation in which the approximated and the actual tidal prisms are equal.   

The scatter in the tidal prisms for the Wadden Sea parameter set, as shown in Fig. 4.7(a), is 

much more significant than the scatter for the Georgia Bight runs. For the Georgia Bight (see 

Fig. 4.7(b)), the approximated values are quite similar to the actual tidal prisms with a 

coefficient of determination of 0.69, but some outliers are present in the data. These outliers 

are caused by inlets that are small and close to the sides of the basin. The area of influence of 

these inlets is small, but their tidal subbasin areas are decreased even more by the edge of the 

basin. Consequently, 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 is significantly smaller than 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 for these inlets. An example 

of this effect can be seen in Fig. 3.7, where the inlet at the top of the figure is small and close 

to the edge of the basin. Without outliers, 𝑅2 for the Georgia Bight tidal prisms is 0.89.  

Comparing Fig. 4.7(a) to Fig. 4.7(b), the tidal prism approximation is more accurate for the 

Georgia Bight parameter set than for the Wadden Sea, with coefficients of determination of 

𝑅2 = 0.14 
𝑅2

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 0.69 
𝑅2

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 0.89 

𝑹𝟐 

The coefficient of determination 𝑅2 is calculated as 

𝑅2 = 1 −
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

where 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠 = ∑(𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 − 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡)
2
 and 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑(𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 − mean(𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥))

2
 are the 

residual sum of squares and the total sum of squares, respectively.  

The sum Σ is taken over all data points resulting from 50 model runs.  
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0.14 for the Wadden Sea and 0.69 for the Georgia Bight. The most important difference between 

both parameter sets (see Table 2.1) is the basin length. The Wadden Sea basin has a length of 

10 km, while for the Georgia Bight a basin length of 2 km is used. The increasing uncertainty 

in the tidal prism approximation 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 with the length of the tidal basin can be explained 

by (at least) two consequences of a larger basin length. Firstly, the uncertainty in the tidal 

divide identification method and hence in the tidal subbasin area calculation increases. The 

spatial differences between the (minimum) flow velocity amplitudes in the basin reduce with 

the distance away from the inlets, towards the back of the basin. This causes uncertainty in 

the tidal divide identification method (see Chapter 3), from which the tidal subbasin areas are 

calculated (see Section 4.1.2). The importance of this effect increases with basin length.  

The second reason for more uncertainty in 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 is that the tidal prism approximation 

according to Eq. (4.6) is only valid when the surface area of the back-barrier basin is 

significantly small with respect to the tidal wave length (e.g. Kragtwijk, 2002). The spatial 

variations in the water level in the basin can then be neglected. According to Kragtwijk (2002), 

this is true for the Wadden Sea. Considering the parameter values for the Wadden Sea, the 

tidal wave length 𝜆 is  

Similarly, the tidal wave length at the Atlantic coast is, due to a different ocean water depth, 

equal to 𝜆𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑎 ≈ 767 km.  

To verify that the size of the basin indeed influences the accuracy of the tidal prism 

approximation, the basin length  for the Wadden Sea is reduced from 10 km to 2 km (the same 

as Georgia Bight), of which the results are shown in Fig. 4.8(a). Decreasing the basin length 

reduces the scatter, which is confirmed by 𝑅2 increasing from 0.14 to 0.72. Kragtwijk (2002) 

implies that the validity of the tidal prism approximation depends on the ratio between the 

surface area of the tidal basin and the tidal wave length. To study the influence of the basin 

width, the width of the basin is decreased from 100 km to 50 km (see Fig. 4.8(b)). From Fig. 4.8, 

it can be concluded that decreasing the basin width (alongshore) does not result in an increased 

accuracy of the approximation, while a decrease in basin length (cross-shore) does.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.8: Scatter plot of 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 vs. 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 for the Wadden Sea parameter set (see Table 2.1) with (a) a basin 

length of 2 km instead of 10 km and (b) a basin width of 50 km instead of 100 km, where 𝑅2 is the coefficient of 

determination and the line represents the ideal situation in which the approximated and the actual tidal 

prisms are equal.    

𝜆𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 =
2𝜋

𝑘o
=

2𝜋

𝜔/√𝑔ℎo

=
2𝜋

(2𝜋/44712)/√9.81 ∙ 20
≈ 626 km (4.9) 

𝑅2 =  0.72 𝑅2 =  0.06 
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4.4 Development over time 
The O’Brien-Jarrett Law is originally assumed to only be valid for tidal inlet systems that are 

in equilibrium, as it is determined empirically for systems that are assumed to be in 

equilibrium. Contrarily, according to Dieckmann et al. (1988), estimates may be made of the 

long-term changes in an inlet’s cross-section up to the point at which a mean state of 

equilibrium is attained, on the basis of tidal prism cross-sectional area relationships. D’Alpaos 

et al. (2010) raised the question of whether the O’Brien-Jarrett Law is satisfied anywhere and 

at any time in a tidal inlet system, so also for a tidal system that is still evolving and not yet 

in equilibrium. To answer this, the development of the tidal prisms and the inlet areas over 

time will be studied. In this section, only the exact tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 will be considered.  

While the system is still evolving, Ω𝑗 , 𝑈𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗 vary over time, so they can be written as 

Ω𝑗(𝑡), 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) and 𝑃𝑗(𝑡) respectively. Note that here, 𝑡 represents morphodynamic time in years. 

The tidal frequency 𝜔 remains constant. From Eq. (4.5), it follows that the relationship 

between tidal prism 𝑃𝑗(𝑡) and inlet area Ω𝑗(𝑡) satisfies  

where 𝑈𝑗 is the flow velocity amplitude (m/s) in inlet 𝑗 and 𝜔 is the tidal frequency (rad/s). We 

have already shown that when a system is in equilibrium, the relationship between 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 

for each inlet 𝑗 is of the form of Eq. (4.1) with coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 as given in Eq. (4.8). 

Substituting the expression for 𝑘 presented in Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.10) gives 

where 𝑘 = 𝜔/2𝑈𝑒𝑞 (rad/m) and the flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑗 (m/s), cross-sectional area Ω𝑗 (m2) 

and tidal prism 𝑃𝑗 (𝑚
3) of inlet 𝑗 all vary over time 𝑡 (years). Hence, Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 of inlet 𝑗 

satisfy the relationship shown in Eq. (4.11) while the inlet evolves. It can easily be seen that 

as 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) ⟶ 𝑈𝑒𝑞, the tidal prism - inlet area relationship of the evolving inlet system converges 

to the established relationship for the system in equilibrium.  

The model is run once, until the system is in equilibrium, using the parameter set representing 

the Wadden Sea (see Table 2.1). The evolution of the inlets over time is presented in Fig. 4.9. 

It can be seen that eight inlets (inlets 4, 10, 17, 21, 26, 31, 35 and 40) remain open in the 

equilibrium state, which is reached after 2,814 years, while the other inlets close. In Fig. 

4.11(a), (b) and (c), respectively the flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑗 and the cumulative inlet areas 

𝐶Ω𝑗 and cumulative tidal prisms 𝐶𝑃𝑗 are plotted against the time, where 𝐶Ω𝑗 and 𝐶𝑃𝑗 are 

calculated as 

for inlet 𝑗. The cumulative tidal prisms and inlet areas are used since they give a good overview 

of  neighbouring inlets and also of the temporal development of the total tidal prisms and inlet 

areas for all open inlets in one system. Note that in the cumulative plots, the difference 

between two adjacent graphs in the plot actually gives the tidal prism or inlet area for one 

open inlet.  

In Section 4.4.1, the temporal development of the 𝑃-Ω relationship for the inlets that remain 

open in equilibrium will be studied. Then, in Section 4.4.2, the same will be done for inlets that 

close during the evolution of the system.  

Ω𝑗(𝑡) =
𝜔

2𝑈𝑗(𝑡)
𝑃𝑗(𝑡) (4.10) 

Ω𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑘
𝑈𝑒𝑞

𝑈𝑗(𝑡)
𝑃𝑗(𝑡) (4.11) 

𝐶Ω𝑗 = ∑ Ω𝑗′

𝑗

𝑗′=1

,     𝐶𝑃𝑗 = ∑ 𝑃𝑗′

𝑗

𝑗′=1

 (4.12) 
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Fig. 4.9: Inlet evolution of model run using Wadden Sea parameter set (see Table 2.1), with (a) initial state 

with 40 inlets, (b) the evolution of the inlets over time in years, showing whether and when inlets close, (c) the 

equilibrium state. 

 

4.4.1 Open inlets 
To study the temporal development of 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 for the eight inlets that remain open, Ω𝑗 is 

plotted against 𝑃𝑗 for inlets 4, 10, 17, 21, 26, 31, 35 and 40 in a coloured scatter plot in Fig. 4.10. 

Furthermore, the empirical O'Brien-Jarrett Law (assumed to be valid in equilibrium) and the 

𝑃-Ω relationship according to the model when the system is in equilibrium (Eq. (4.1) with 

coefficients according to Eq. (4.8)) are shown in Fig. 4.10.  

From Fig. 4.10, it can be observed that the temporal development of the tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗 and 

inlet areas Ω𝑗 seems to closely resemble the 𝑃-Ω relationship in equilibrium. Considering Eq. 

(4.11), this suggests that the flow velocity amplitudes 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) in the inlets converge towards the 

equilibrium flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑒𝑞 relatively quickly, which is confirmed by the temporal 

development of 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) shown in Fig. 4.11(a).  

As long as 𝑈𝑗 in an inlet is close to 𝑈𝑒𝑞, the temporal development of 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 will closely follow 

the 𝑃-Ω relationship that is satisfied in equilibrium. The relationship between 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗  

deviates from the expected 𝑃-Ω relationship when a neighbouring inlet closes. While an inlet 

is in the process of diminishing, 𝑈𝑗 (see Fig. 4.11(a)) and Ω𝑗 (see Fig. 4.11(b)) of the neighbouring 

inlets increase. Consequently, 𝑃𝑗 also increases, where the increase in 𝑈𝑗 amplifies the increase 

in 𝑃𝑗. This causes the deviations from the equilibrium 𝑃-Ω relationship that can be seen in Fig. 

4.10. Once the diminishing inlet is actually closed, Ω𝑗 in the adjacent open inlets remains at 

its adjusted value or still increases slightly, while 𝑈𝑗 decreases again (towards the equilibrium 

value 𝑈𝑒𝑞). Then, 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 have increased with respect to the situation before the closing of 

the inlet, but their relationship is again similar to the expected 𝑃-Ω relationship in equilibrium. 

Once the system is in a stable equilibrium, 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 will remain at their equilibrium values, 

satisfying the equilibrium 𝑃-Ω relationship. The 𝑈𝑗, Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗 of an open inlet are more 

responsive to the closure of an inlet nearby than to a accretion of an inlet located farther away.  
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Fig. 4.10: The development of 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 and Ω𝑗 over time 𝑡, for inlets 𝑗 = 4, 10, 17, 21, 26, 31, 35, 40 (the inlets that 

remain open in equilibrium).  

𝑡 = 644 yrs: 

𝑗 = 39 closes 
𝑡 = 644 yrs: 

𝑗 = 39 closes 

𝑡 = 288 yrs: 

𝑗 = 33 closes 

𝑡 = 302 yrs: 

𝑗 = 25 closes 

𝑡 = 1443 yrs: 

𝑗 = 13 closes 

𝑡 = 644 yrs: 

𝑗 = 39 closes 

𝑡 = 1443 yrs: 

𝑗 = 13 closes 

𝑡 = 144 yrs: 

𝑗 = 38 closes 

𝑡 = 288 yrs: 

𝑗 = 33 closes 
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Fig. 4.11: The temporal development of (a) flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑗 per inlet 𝑗, (b) cumulative inlet areas 

𝐶Ω𝑗 (see Eq. (4.12)) and (c) cumulative tidal prisms 𝐶𝑃𝑗 (see Eq. (4.12)). 

 𝑗 = 13 𝑗 = 39 

𝑗 = 40 

𝑗 = 36 

𝑗 = 31 

𝑗 = 26 

𝑗 = 21 

𝑗 = 10 

𝑗 = 17 

𝑗 = 4 

 𝑗 = 9 

𝑗 = 36 

𝑗 = 31 

𝑗 = 26 

𝑗 = 21 

𝑗 = 10 

𝑗 = 17 

𝑗 = 4 

𝑗 = 40 
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4.4.2 Closing inlets 
For completeness, we will also study the temporal development of 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 for inlets that do 

close during the system’s evolution. We are mostly interested in the development of inlets that 

remain open for a while, but then close. To this end, we have chosen to study inlet 9 and inlet 

13, which are also indicated in Fig. 4.11(a). For those inlets, it can be seen that initially, the 

𝑃-Ω relationship does converge towards the expected relationship in equilibrium. This means 

that 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) converges towards 𝑈𝑒𝑞. Then, 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 increase for a period of time, while other 

(neighbouring) inlets are accreting and closing. Hence, these inlets then display the same 

behaviour as the inlets that remain open in equilibrium. However, at some point the inlet 

starts accreting and Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗 decrease until the inlet is fully closed and 𝑈𝑗 , Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗 are equal 

to zero. During the accretion, the decrease in 𝑈𝑗 amplifies the decrease in 𝑃𝑗 compared to Ω𝑗, 

which can also be seen in Fig. 4.12.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.12: The development of 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 over time 𝑡, for inlets 𝑗 = 9 and 13 (two of the 32 inlets that are closed 

in equilibrium). 

 

4.5 Subconclusions 
The relationship between the exact tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 and inlet areas Ω𝑗 in the model once 

the system is in equilibrium is of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃 with 𝑘 = 𝜔/2𝑈𝑒𝑞, where 𝜔 is the tidal 

frequency and 𝑈𝑒𝑞 is the equilibrium flow velocity amplitude in the inlet. Hence, the model 

satisfies a relationship of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼, with 𝛼 equal to 1, for systems that are in 

equilibrium. Coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 in the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law are determined through 

regression analysis by Jarrett (1976) for North American inlets and by Dieckmann et al. (1988) 

for the Wadden Sea. The coefficients resulting from the model (see Table 4.3) for both the 

Wadden Sea and the Atlantic coast are not exactly equal to the empirical results due to the 

clear linear relationship between Ω𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 in the model when the system is in equilibrium. 

However, the O’Brien-Jarrett Law also is a good representation of the model results that are 

obtained using 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, with coefficient of determination 𝑅2 equal to 0.99 for the Wadden Sea 

and 0.96 for the Georgia Bight (see Table 4.3). The similarities between the empirical law and 

the 𝑃-Ω relationship in the model suggest that the relationship between 𝑃 and Ω that is 

included in the model is indeed an acceptable representation of nature.  

For the approximated tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 the results are a bit different as the relationship 

between 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and Ω𝑗 is less straightforward. For the parameter set representing the 

Wadden Sea, the resulting 𝑘 = 970.9 and 𝛼 = 0.159 are far from the expected results. The 

coefficient of determination of that fit is 0.21 (see Table 4.3). There are no obvious outliers in 

the data that can be removed to obtain a better result. For the Georgia Bight runs however, 

𝑡 = 71 yrs: 

𝑗 = 6,7 close 
𝑡 = 58 yrs: 

𝑗 = 11 closes 
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there are clear outliers. Removing these outliers results in 𝑘 = 8.192 ∙ 10−5 and 𝛼 = 0.993, 

which is similar to the expected results.  

Table 4.3: Results for the coefficients of Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼, according to the model results and the empirical O’Brien-

Jarrett Law. The coefficients of determination 𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑡
2  and 𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐽𝐿

2  are calculated as 

𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑡
2 = 1 −

𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑓𝑖𝑡

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡
          𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐽𝐿

2 = 1 −
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑂𝐵𝐽𝐿

𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡
 

where 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑓𝑖𝑡 = ∑(Ω𝑗 − Ω𝑗,𝑓𝑖𝑡)
2
,  𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠,𝑂𝐵𝐽𝐿 = ∑(Ω𝑗 − Ω𝑗,𝑂𝐵𝐽𝐿)

2
 and 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑(Ω𝑗 − mean(Ω𝑗))

2
 are the residual 

sum of squares for the function that is fit to the model results, the residual sum of squares for the O’Brien-

Jarrett Law and the total sum of squares, resp. Inlet areas Ω𝑗, Ω𝑗,𝑓𝑖𝑡 and Ω𝑗,𝑂𝐵𝐽𝐿 are the inlet areas according 

to the model results, the function that is fit to the model results and the O’Brien-Jarrett Law, resp. The sum 

Σ is taken over all data points resulting from 50 model runs.  

 

The accuracy of the tidal prism approximation determines the extent to which 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 is 

similar to 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡. This accuracy increases as the cross-shore basin length decreases. Therefore, 

the approximated tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 are more accurate for the Georgia parameter set than 

for the Wadden Sea parameter set.  

For systems that are still evolving, the factor 𝑈𝑗/𝑈𝑒𝑞 directly influences the relation between 

the exact tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 and inlet areas Ω𝑗. This results in a non-linear relationship 

between 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 and Ω𝑗 when the system is not yet in equilibrium. The temporal development 

of the 𝑃-Ω relationship is different for every inlet, as 𝑈𝑗 evolves differently for each inlet. 

However, the model results show that 𝑈𝑗 converges towards 𝑈𝑒𝑞 relatively quickly during an 

inlet’s evolution, such that 𝑈𝑗/𝑈𝑒𝑞 is close to 1 for a significant part of the evolution. 

Consequently, the temporal development of the 𝑃-Ω relationship as 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 increase, due to 

the closing of other inlets, closely follows the equilibrium 𝑃-Ω relationship. The development 

(only) deviates from the equilibrium 𝑃-Ω relationship when a neighbouring inlet closes. 

  

Location 
Calculation 

tidal prism 

Outliers 

included? 
𝒌𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝜶𝒇𝒊𝒕 𝑹𝒇𝒊𝒕

𝟐  𝒌𝑶𝑩𝑱𝑳 𝜶𝑶𝑩𝑱𝑳 𝑹𝑶𝑩𝑱𝑳
𝟐  

Wadden 

Sea 

𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥

= 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b,𝑗 
Not 

applicable 
970.9 0.16 0.21 

3.720 × 10−4 0.915 

−2.09 

𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡

= 2Ω𝑗𝑈𝑗/𝜔 
Not 

applicable 
7.026 ∙ 10−5 1 1 0.99 

Georgia 

Bight  

(Atlantic 

coast) 

𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥

= 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b,𝑗 

Yes 294.4  0.15 0.23 

3.039 × 10−5 1.050 

0.44 

No 8.192 ∙ 10−5 0.99 0.92 0.91 

𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡

= 2Ω𝑗𝑈𝑗/𝜔 
Not 

applicable 
7.026 ∙ 10−5 1 1 0.96 
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5. Sensitivity analysis 
How will changes in ocean conditions affect the stability of multi-inlet tidal systems and the tidal 

prism - inlet area relationship?  

The objective of the sensitivity analysis with respect to the outer sea or ocean conditions is to 

qualitatively study the system’s response to changes in ocean parameters. Especially of 

interest are the resulting number of inlets, the tidal subbasin areas and the cross-sectional 

areas of the tidal inlets. Not only the inlet areas per inlet will be considered, but also the total 

inlet area for the entire system. Furthermore, the possible changes in the tidal prism - inlet 

area relationship as a consequence of changing ocean parameters will be studied. We will 

perform a sensitivity analysis with respect to the following parameters: water depth in Section 

5.1, tidal amplitude in Section 5.2 and littoral drift in Section 5.3. 

The initial parameter values used in the analysis are those representing the Wadden Sea (see 

Table 2.1). The model is run 25 times (see Appendix B) for every parameter value and each 

time for 1,000 timesteps. The flow velocity amplitudes in the open inlets are then generally 

between 0.98 m/s and 1.02 m/s, so the system is near equilibrium but not necessarily exactly 

in equilibrium yet. The number of inlets that remain open, the tidal subbasin areas and the 

inlets’ cross-sectional areas are then extracted from the results and plotted in boxplots. Thus, 

each boxplot is plotted using the results of 25 model runs. For the number of inlets and the 

total inlet area, this means that 25 values are used per boxplot. For the tidal basin areas, tidal 

prisms and inlet areas per inlet, the number of values used for each boxplot is the total number 

of open inlets for the 25 runs. 

Roos et al. (2013) explained their model results by considering the competition between a 

destabilizing and a stabilizing mechanism, that they identified, influencing the system. They 

concluded that bottom friction in the inlets acts as a destabilizing mechanism and the system’s 

feedback on pressure gradients over the inlets forms a stabilizing mechanism. For further 

explanations regarding these mechanisms, we refer to Roos et al. (2013). The effects of the 

stabilizing and destabilizing mechanisms will be considered in the interpretation and 

explanation of the results of this sensitivity analysis.  

 

5.1 Water depth 
The water depth in a multi-inlet tidal system can increase as a consequence of a rising sea 

level.  Van Goor et al. (2003) and Van der Spek (2018) state that a tidal inlet system can survive 

sea level rise (SLR) as long as the sediment demand is satisfied, so the probability that a tidal 

inlet system survives sea level rise depends on the sediment import into the system. The 

Boxplots 

The boxplots present the median of the data, the 25% and 75% quartiles, the “minimum”, 

the “maximum” and the outliers. The median is indicated by the red line, while the box 

shows the interquartile range between the 25% and 75% quartiles. The whiskers (dashed 

lines) extend to the most extreme data points (minimum and maximum) not considered 

outliers. The outliers are defined as the values that are above or below the edge of the box 

at a distance of at least 1.5 times the interquartile range. The notches in the box plots 

provide information about the statistical significance of the medians: if the notches of two 

boxes do not overlap, this offers evidence of a statistically significant difference between 

the medians.  
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sediment import is implemented in the model as a constant parameter value, which does not 

adapt to the new situation during a model run. Therefore, only the sensitivity of the system to 

an increase in water depth in the basin and ocean with a constant sediment import will be 

analysed in this research. Furthermore, only an instant sea level rise, so an increase in initial 

water depth at 𝑡 = 0, is implemented in the model, whereas in reality the sea level rise would 

happen gradually over time. Note that the sensitivity to a change in sediment import will be 

analysed separately in Section 5.3.  

The increased water depth values that will be studied are loosely based on the sea level rise 

predictions presented by Wang et al. (2018) for the Wadden Sea in the year 2100. Several 

scenarios for relative sea level rise will be considered, where relative means that both a rise in 

mean sea level and subsidence of the seabed are taken into account. Both of these components 

contribute to an increase in water depth. The scenarios that are considered are the RCP2.6, 

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 climate scenarios (Wang et al., 2018). The corresponding water depth 

scenarios are presented in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1:  Sea level rise scenarios used in the sensitivity analysis, based on climate change scenarios RCP 

2.6, RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 (Wang et al., 2018).  

 

Fig. 5.1: The response of the (a) number of inlets, (b) tidal subbasin area, (c) inlet cross-sectional area per inlet 

and (d) total cross-sectional inlet area to the expected sea level rise until 2100. 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, in water depth increase of less than a meter does not significantly 

influence the number of inlets, the surface areas of the tidal basins or the inlets’ cross-sectional 

areas resulting from the model runs. However, the model is run for 1,000 years, while the 

water depth increase that is implemented in the model is the expected sea level rise in 

approximately 80 years (from 2018 until 2100). Hence, higher sea level rise values are expected 

on the timescale of the model. As these values are highly uncertain on such a timescale, 

assumptions have to be made. Levermann et al. (2013) predict a sea level rise of approximately 

2.3 m with a temperature increase of 1°C in 2,000 years, which we will assume means a sea 

level rise of approximately 1.2 m in 1,000 years. For a temperature increase of 2, 3 or 4°C, 

Parameter SLR Initial value Based on RCP2.6 Based on RCP4.5 Based on RCP8.5 

Ocean water depth ℎo (m)  
Basin water depth ℎb (m) 

ℎo = 20 

ℎb = 5 

ℎo = 20.41 

ℎb = 5.41 

ℎo = 20.54 

ℎb = 5.54 

ℎo = 20.98 

ℎb = 5.98 
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Levermann et al. (2013) predict approximately 4.8, 6.6 and 9.0 m sea level rise in 2,000 years, 

respectively. Hence, the sea level rise values that will be assessed in this analysis are a water 

depth increase of 1.2 m, 2.4 m, 3.3 m and 4.5 m. The results are shown in Fig. 5.2.  

Parameter  Initial value Based on +1°C 

in 2,000 years 

Based on +2°C 

in 2,000 years 

Based on +3°C 

in 2,000 years 

Based on +4°C 

in 2,000 years 

ℎo (m)  
ℎb (m) 

ℎo = 20 

ℎb = 5 

ℎo = 21.20 

ℎb = 6.20 

ℎo = 22.40 

ℎb = 7.40 

ℎo = 23.30 

ℎb = 8.30 

ℎo = 24.50 

ℎb = 9.50 

Table 5.2: Sea level rise scenarios used in the analysis, based on the predictions by Levermann et al. (2013). 

 
Fig. 5.2: The response of the (a) number of inlets, (b) tidal subbasin area, (c) inlet area per inlet and (d) total 

inlet area to sea level rise on a millennial scale.  

As can be seen in Fig. 5.2(b), an increase in water depth in the outer sea and the basin causes 

a decrease in the number of inlets. Consequently, the tidal subbasin areas increase, but note 

that this increase might not be statistically significant in this case as the notched boxplots still 

overlap. Furthermore, the inlet areas of the separate inlets and the total inlet area increase as 

the sea level rise increases, which is expected since the water depth in the inlet and hence the 

equilibrium inlet area most likely increases as a consequence of sea level rise. Roos et al. (2013) 

state that the stabilizing mechanism that they identified gains relative importance for 

increasing cross-sectional area of the inlets. Consequently, for an increasing water depth, more 

inlets are expected to remain open in equilibrium. However, our sensitivity analysis suggests 

the opposite. The same was found by Roos et al. (2013), who concluded from their sensitivity 

analysis with respect to ℎb and ℎo that inlet spacing increases for increasing water depth. The 

inlet spacing is the alongshore basin width divided by the number of inlets, so an increase in 

inlet spacing for a constant basin width is equivalent to a decrease in number of inlets. The 

opposing trends in number of inlets and inlet areas might be explained by differing responses 

of the system to a water depth increase, depending on the resonance characteristics of the 

basin. However, this is beyond the scope of this research.  

Van der Wegen et al. (2010) mention that the impact of sea level rise on the 𝑃-Ω relationship 

is not straightforward. Higher water levels increase the cross-sectional area of the inlet, but 

they may also increase the tidal prisms. Note that in this analysis a change in water depth in 

the inlet is not directly implemented, but only the water depth in the basin and ocean are 

modified in the model. Hence, the inlet areas Ω𝑗 are not directly increased through increasing 
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the inlet depth, but according to Fig. 5.2(c) they do increase for increasing basin and ocean 

water depth. Based on the trends in Fig. 5.2(a) and (c), the tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 are 

expected to increase for increasing water depths in the basin and the ocean. However, 

considering the notches in the boxplots, these trends might not be statistically significant. This 

is indeed confirmed in Fig. 5.3(a) and (c). Considering the similar trends in tidal prisms and 

inlet areas, the coefficients 𝑘 are expected to be independent of the water depth in the ocean 

and the basin, which is confirmed in Fig. 5.3(b) and (d). 

 

Fig. 5.3: The response of (a) tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, (b) coefficient 𝑘 = Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, (c) tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and (d) 

coefficient 𝑘 = Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 to sea level rise (implemented as increased initial water depth in basin and ocean). 

 

5.2 Tidal amplitude 
Reise et al. (2010) state that the tides in the Wadden Sea have increased due to climate change 

and the rising sea level and the tidal range is currently between 1.5 m and 4 m (which is 

equivalent to a tidal amplitude between 0.75 m and 2 m). The initial value implemented in the 

model is a tidal amplitude 𝑍 of 1 m. To study what would happen for an increase and decrease 

of the tidal amplitude, the model is run for values of the tidal amplitude that are 

20%, 50%, 150%, 200% and 250% of the initial value of 𝑍 = 1 m, as shown in Table 5.3.  

Parameter Initial value Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 Value 5 

Tidal amplitude 𝑍 (m) 1 

 

0.2 

(20%) 
0.5 

(50%) 
1.5 

(150%) 

2 

(200%) 

2.5  

(250%) 

Table 5.3: The parameter values of tidal amplitude 𝑍 that are used in the sensitivity analysis. 

For the smallest tidal amplitude of 0.2 m, all inlets are closed after approximately 35 years, so 

the model runs will not give any results for the number of inlets, tidal basin areas or inlets’ 

cross-sectional areas. For the five other values in Table 5.3, the results are shown in Fig. 5.4. 

In Fig. 5.4(a), it can be seen that the number of inlets increases as the tidal amplitude 

increases. Simultaneously, the surface areas of the tidal subbasins decrease (Fig. 5.4(b)). There 

is no obvious trend in the inlet area per inlet (Fig. 5.4(c)). Nevertheless, due to the significant 

increase in number of inlets, the total inlet area does increase as the tidal amplitude increases 

(Fig. 5.4(d)). By Escoffier’s stability concept, increasing the tidal amplitude causes the 
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equilibrium (total) cross-sectional area to shift to a larger value (see Fig. 1.3). Hence, it is not 

surprising that more inlets will remain open in equilibrium when the tidal amplitude is 

increased. The same was concluded by Roos et al. (2013), who also found that the number of 

inlets in equilibrium increases with tidal range. They stated that for increasing cross-sectional 

area of the inlets, the stabilizing mechanism that they identified gains relative importance 

over the destabilizing mechanism. Consequently, the inlet spacing decreases and hence the 

number of inlets increases for an increasing tidal amplitude.  

Fig. 5.4: The response of the (a) number of inlets, (b) tidal subbasin area, (c) inlet area per inlet and (d) total 

inlet area to changes in the tidal amplitude 𝑍. 

Now, we are interested in what a modification of the tidal amplitude means for the relationship 

between tidal prisms and inlets’ cross-sectional areas. The total inlet area is (almost) directly 

proportional to the tidal amplitude 𝑍: when the tidal amplitude is 200% of the original value, 

the total inlet area is also approximately two times as large, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4(d). 

However, there is no compelling trend in the response of the inlet area Ω𝑗 per inlet to a change 

in tidal amplitude, so one would not expect a significant change in the tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 as a 

consequence of changing the tidal amplitude. The tidal subbasin areas seem almost inversely 

proportional to the tidal amplitude, as the subbasin areas decrease by a factor two when the 

tidal amplitude increases by a factor two (see Fig. 5.4(b)). This is a direct consequence of the 

number of inlets increasing for increasing tidal amplitude, as the basin area then has to be 

“divided” over more open inlets. The opposite trends in tidal amplitude and subbasin areas 

should result in no change in tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 for a changing tidal amplitude. This is indeed 

confirmed in Fig. 5.5(a) and (c), where there is no significant trend in the responses of both 

𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 to a change in tidal amplitude.  

As both the tidal prisms and the inlet areas do not significantly respond to a modification of 

the tidal amplitude, the value of 𝑘 also should not change, as confirmed in Fig. 5.5(b) and (d). 

This is in agreement with the expression for 𝑘 in Eq. (4.8), which is independent of the tidal 

amplitude. The outliers in the values of 𝑘 for 𝑍 = 2.5 m in Fig. 5.5(b) suggest that the system 

may not have been exactly in equilibrium yet after 1,000 timesteps for every model run, such 

that the flow velocity amplitude was not exactly equal to 𝑈𝑒𝑞 in all inlets. 
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Fig. 5.5: The response of (a) tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, (b) coefficient 𝑘 = Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, (c) tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and (d) 

coefficient 𝑘 = Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 to changes in tidal amplitude 𝑍. 

 

5.3 Littoral drift 
The littoral drift into the inlets is the alongshore sediment transport, caused by waves and 

longshore currents. Part of this littoral drift is transported into the inlets (Section 1.1.1; De 

Swart and Zimmerman, 2009). The effect of wind waves and hence the littoral drift is 

parametrically included in the model through the equilibrium flow velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 and sediment 

import 𝑀. Changing the littoral drift will, because of the relationship 𝑀 = 𝜅𝑈𝑒𝑞
3 , change both 

𝑀 and 𝑈𝑒𝑞 (Roos et al., 2013). To modify the littoral drift, 𝑀 and 𝑈𝑒𝑞 should be changed in such 

a way that 𝜅 remains constant. As we are considering the parameter set representing the 

Wadden Sea (see Table 2.1), we have that 

The values of 𝑈𝑒𝑞 used in this analysis are 50%, 75%, 125% and 150% of the initial value of 

1 m/s. The corresponding values of 𝑀 are calculated by 𝑀 = 𝜅𝑈𝑒𝑞
3 , where 𝜅 = 1.0 ∙ 106. Both 

parameters 𝑀 and 𝑈𝑒𝑞 are included in the model equation in Eq. (2.2)). From that equation, it 

can be seen that 𝑀 influences the time scale of the inlet evolution, while the ratio 𝑈𝑗/𝑈𝑒𝑞 

controls the inlet stability. A decrease of sediment import 𝑀 increases the timescale of the 

system’s evolution and therefore the model run durations are changed to the values presented 

in Table 5.4.  

Table 5.4: The parameter values of the equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 and the sediment import 𝑀 that are used in 

the sensitivity analysis, where also the number of timesteps (years) for the model runs is modified.  

𝜅 =
𝑀

𝑈𝑒𝑞
3 = 1.0 ∙ 106 m3 ∙ yr−1 ∙ s−3  

Parameter Initial value Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 

Equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 (m/s) 1.0 0.5 

(50%) 

0.75 

(75%) 

1.25 

(125%) 

1.5 

(150%) 

Sediment import 𝑀 (m3/yr) 1,000,000 125,000 421,875 1,953,125 3,375,000 

Timesteps needed until equilibrium ~ 2,000 ~ 20,000 ~ 15,000 ~ 1,500 ~ 1,000 
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Fig. 5.6: The response of the (a) number of inlets, (b) tidal subbasin area, (c) inlet area per inlet and (d) total 

inlet area to changes in the equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 (and corresponding sediment import 𝑀). 

For an increasing equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞, the number of inlets decreases and hence the tidal 

subbasin areas increase (Fig. 5.6(a)). Even though the inlet areas per inlet seem to slightly 

increase (Fig. 5.6(c)), the total inlet area decreases significantly due to the decrease in number 

of inlets (Fig. 5.6(d)). This is expected, as according to Escoffier’s stability concept, an increase 

in 𝑈𝑒𝑞 means that the equilibrium (total) inlet cross-sectional area shifts to a smaller value 

(see Fig. 1.3). This also results in less inlets being open in equilibrium.  

As mentioned, the ratio 𝑈𝑗/𝑈𝑒𝑞 controls the inlet stability. Consequently, increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞 while 

keeping 𝑈𝑗 constant should have the same effect as decreasing 𝑈𝑗 while keeping 𝑈𝑒𝑞 constant. 

We have already decreased 𝑈𝑗 by decreasing the tidal amplitude 𝑍 in Section 5.2. Comparing 

Fig. 5.6 to Fig. 5.4, the trends in number of inlets, tidal subbasin areas and inlet areas in 

response to an increase in 𝑈𝑒𝑞 are indeed very similar to the trends for decreasing 𝑈𝑗.  

In Section 5.2, we have found that modifying the tidal amplitude does not influence the tidal 

prism - inlet area relationship. Considering the results in Fig. 5.6, the tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 

should increase for increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞 as the subbasin areas increase while the tidal amplitude 

does not change. Furthermore, due to its direct relation to the equilibrium velocity, 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 in 

equilibrium should also increase as 𝑈𝑒𝑞 increases. Physically, as the flow discharge through 

inlets increases with increasing flow velocity, it is plausible that the tidal prism increases for 

increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞. The increase of 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 for increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞 is confirmed in Fig. 5.7(a) 

and (c) In Fig. 5.6(c), it can be seen that the inlet areas slightly increase as 𝑈𝑒𝑞 increases. 

Nevertheless, the value of coefficient 𝑘 still decreases for increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞, which can be seen in 

Fig. 5.7(b) and (d). This is expected considering the expression for 𝑘 in Eq. (4.8), where 𝑘 is 

inversely proportional to 𝑈𝑒𝑞. In Fig. 5.7(d), it can be seen that the accuracy of 𝑘 according to 

Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 increases as 𝑈𝑒𝑞 increases. This can be explained by the fact that when there are 

many open inlets, the calculated subbasin areas 𝐴b,𝑗 and hence tidal prisms 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 can 

become very small. Consequently, 𝑘 will be very large, which is the case for 𝑈𝑒𝑞 = 0.5 m/s in 

Fig. 5.7(d).  
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Fig. 5.7: The response of (a) tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, (b) coefficient 𝑘 = Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡, (c) tidal prism 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 and (d) 

coefficient 𝑘 = Ω/𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 to changes in the equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 (and corresponding sediment import 𝑀). 

 

5.4 Subconclusions 
Only instant sea level rise is modelled in this analysis, where the water depth in the basin and 

the ocean at 𝑡 = 0 are modified. The results suggest that the number of inlets decreases for a 

larger water depth in basin and ocean. Logically, a decrease in number of inlets goes hand in 

hand with an increase of the surface area per tidal subbasin. The inlet areas per inlet and the 

total inlet areas for the entire system seem to increase as the water depths in the basin and 

ocean increase. However, according to Roos et al. (2013), an increase in cross-sectional inlet 

area should result in the “stabilizing mechanism” gaining relative importance over the 

“destabilizing mechanism” that they have identified. Consequently, the inlet spacing should 

decrease and hence the number of inlets should increase. However, even though the inlet areas 

increase, the number of inlets decreases with increasing water depth. This effect cannot be 

explained using the results from the sensitivity analysis that is conducted in this study and 

hence requires further research.  

The results of the sensitivity analysis suggest that the number of inlets increases for an 

increasing tidal amplitude. Moreover, the number of inlets and the total cross-sectional area 

of the inlets are directly proportional to the tidal amplitude. This is plausible, as an increase 

in tidal amplitude causes an increase in the flow velocities in the inlets. Consequently, 

according to Escoffier’s concept (see Section 1.1.1), the (total) cross-sectional areas of the inlets 

in equilibrium will increase. This is indeed the case for an increase in tidal amplitude, for 

which the total inlet area in equilibrium increases. Consequently, the number of inlets 

increases. This was also concluded by Roos et al. (2013), who found that inlet spacing decreases 

for increasing tidal amplitude. The sensitivity analysis with respect to the tidal amplitude also 

has confirmed that the tidal prism - inlet area relationship in the model for systems in 

equilibrium does not depend on the tidal amplitude, which was expected considering the 

expression for 𝑘 in Eq. (4.8). 
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Decreasing the littoral drift will reduce both 𝑀 and 𝑈𝑒𝑞 due to the relationship 𝑀 = 𝜅𝑈𝑒𝑞
3  in the 

model (see Section 2.1.1), so they are modified simultaneously. The sediment import 𝑀 

influences the timescale of the system’s evolution, while its equilibrium state depends on the 

equilibrium flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑒𝑞. As 𝑈𝑒𝑞 increases, the number of inlets decreases and 

the tidal subbasin areas increase, while the total inlet areas decrease. The inlet areas per inlet 

show no significant trend in response to a change in littoral drift. The increase in number of 

inlets and total inlet area can be explained by the increasing dominance of the waves with 

increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞 and 𝑀, which are the parameters representing wave activity. As waves tend to 

close the inlets by transporting sediment into the inlets, less inlets will remain open when 𝑈𝑒𝑞 

and 𝑀 are increased. The tidal prisms show an upward trend for increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞, while the inlet 

areas per inlet show no significant trend. Therefore, the value of coefficient 𝑘 in the tidal prism 

- inlet area relationship decreases for increasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞, which is in agreement with the 

expression for 𝑘 in Eq. (4.8).  

The wave activity is parametrized in the model through sediment import 𝑀 and equilibrium 

flow velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞. The tidal amplitude 𝑍 influences the flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑗 and hence 

increasing these parameters increases the dominance of the tides. From the equation that 

describes the development of the inlet areas over time (Eq. (2.2)), it can be deducted that the 

ratio 𝑈𝑗/𝑈𝑒𝑞  controls the inlet stability. The results of the sensitivity analysis indeed confirm 

that increasing 𝑈𝑗 while keeping 𝑈𝑒𝑞 constant has a similar effect on the equilibrium state of 

the system as decreasing 𝑈𝑒𝑞 while keeping 𝑈𝑗 constant. However, this does not hold for the 

effect on the tidal prism - inlet area relationship in equilibrium. Modifying 𝑍 and hence 𝑈𝑗 does 

not change that relationship, while changing 𝑈𝑒𝑞 does result in a different equilibrium 𝑃-Ω 

relationship. This is expected, as coefficient 𝑘 in the 𝑃-Ω relationship in equilibrium directly 

depends on the equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞, while it does not depend on the tidal amplitude 𝑍 or 

flow velocity 𝑈𝑗.  
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6. Discussion  
In Section 6.1, the results of the tidal divide identification methods will be interpreted and 

their reliability will be discussed. Then, the similarities and differences between the empirical 

O’Brien-Jarrett Law and the relationship between tidal prisms and inlets areas that we 

identified for the model in this study are discussed in Section 6.2. For the applicability of these 

𝑃-Ω relationships, distinctions are made between single-inlet and multi-inlet tidal systems and 

systems that are in equilibrium and systems that are still evolving. Lastly, in Section 6.3, the 

relation between tidal subbasin areas that are calculated after identifying the tidal divides 

and inlet areas is discussed.  

 

6.1 Interpretation of tidal divides 
The results of the tidal divide identification methods developed in this study suggest that 

hydraulic tidal divides occur closer to smaller inlets, two tidal divides can converge into one, a 

tidal divide appears behind every barrier island and the hydraulic tidal divides might have a 

width. The tidal divides that are identified using the method based on the minimum flow 

velocity amplitudes also suggest that tidal divides are continuous all the way from an island 

to the main land, but that is an assumption that is included in that identification method.  

The tidal divides form the boundaries between tidal subbasins, which are also referred to as 

the “areas of influence” of their corresponding inlets. A smaller inlet would have a smaller area 

of influence than a larger inlet, so it is plausible that tidal divides occur closer to smaller inlets 

and even show a slight deflection towards those smaller inlets. A consequence of this deflection 

is that the tidal divides can converge into one when an inlet is significantly smaller compared 

to its adjacent inlets. Being able to identify such tidal divides in models is important as they 

also occur in nature, for example the divide between the Marsdiep and Vlie basins in the 

Wadden Sea (Dastgheib et al., 2008; Elias et al., 2003).   

The results of both identification methods suggest that tidal divides appear behind every 

barrier island. This is explicitly imposed in the method based on the minimum flow velocity 

amplitudes, as the assumption is made that a tidal divide starts behind every barrier island. 

It seems to be a reasonable assumption since the tidal divides mark the locations where tidal 

waves through adjacent open inlets “meet” each other and hence one can imagine that this 

would naturally happen between every adjacent pair of open inlets. Such an assumption is not 

implemented in the second method based on the large phase differences, but nevertheless the 

tidal divides still appear behind every island. However, Elias et al. (2003) observed that the 

Marsdiep and Vlie basins in the Wadden Sea used to form one basin with two inlets. Only after 

the construction of the Afsluitdijk that closed off the Zuiderzee from the Wadden Sea, a tidal 

divide was formed between the two basins. Such a transition can most likely not be simulated 

using the identification methods in this study as one tidal subbasin with two open inlets is not 

identified. However, note that Elias et al. (2003) observed morphological tidal divides and not 

hydraulic tidal divides, the locations of which do not necessarily coincide.   

The surface plots showing the locations of the tidal divides suggest that the hydraulic tidal 

divides might have a width, as the method can only mark the location in which the tidal divide 

is located on a discretized “spatial grid”. The flow velocity amplitudes in the back-barrier basin 

have been discretized spatially and, in this study, each “grid cell” has a width of 1 km. The 

spatial resolution can be increased, such that the locations of the tidal divides can be identified 

more precisely. Hydraulic tidal divides are defined as the location where two tidal waves meet 

and hence their width is typically infinitesimal. However, hydraulic tidal divides can instigate 
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the development of a morphological tidal divide, i.e. topographic high, that can occur over a 

certain width. Such a morphological high also developed at the tidal divide between the 

Marsdiep and Vlie tidal basins (Elias et al., 2003). Morphological tidal divides cannot be 

identified in this model, as the bed level in the basin is assumed to be uniform.  

In the tidal divide identification method based on locating minimum flow velocity amplitudes, 

the assumption is included that the tidal divides are lines over the entire distance from the 

barrier islands to the main land, while no such assumption is made for the method based on 

large phase differences. One of the objectives of identifying tidal divides in this model is being 

able to divide the back-barrier basin into tidal subbasins, such that every location in the back-

barrier basin can be assigned to a tidal subbasin of which the area can be calculated. Therefore, 

the method that identifies “continuous” tidal divides is considered more valuable. However, 

there can be some discussion about the reliability of these tidal divides close to the main land, 

as some show zigzagging behaviour. This can be explained by the low flow velocity amplitudes 

in that part of the basin, such that the differences between the minima and the surrounding 

flow velocity amplitudes are so small that they might be negligible. These zigzagging patterns 

in the tidal divides probably have to be accepted in order to divide the entire back-barrier basin 

into tidal subbasins, but they will decrease as the spatial resolution of the basin is increased.  

Being able to identify realistic tidal divides in the exploratory model will increase the 

understanding of how the movement and location of a tidal divide and hence the tidal basin 

areas depend on the characteristics of the tidal system. The locations of tidal divides are 

influenced by natural processes, but also by human interventions such as the aforementioned 

construction of the Afsluitdijk. The morphology of tidal basins responds to the existence and 

movement of hydraulic tidal divides and hence the equilibrium state of multi-inlet tidal 

systems is largely influenced by the movement of tidal divides (Wang et al., 2011).  

 

6.2 Applicability of tidal prism - inlet area relationship 
In this section, the applicability of the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law and the model’s tidal 

prism - inlet area relationship to single-inlet and multi-inlet tidal systems, as well as systems 

in equilibrium and evolving systems, is discussed. Herein, relevant outcomes of the sensitivity 

analysis are also taken into account. In this section, the exact tidal prisms will be considered. 

The results for the approximated tidal prisms will be discussed implicitly in Section 6.3.  

 

6.2.1 Single inlet vs. multiple inlets 
Several previous studies, e.g. Dongfeng et al. (2010) and Van der Wegen et al. (2010), confirmed 

the resemblance between empirical tidal prism - inlet area relationships and modelled and 

observed 𝑃-Ω relationships. However, these studies only considered single-inlet tidal systems. 

Tidal inlet systems with multiple inlets have of course also been studied in previous research, 

e.g. by Van de Kreeke et al. (2008) and Roos et al. (2013). In their study, Van de Kreeke et al. 

(2008) did relate the 𝑃-Ω relationship to double-inlet tidal systems, but they concluded that a 

topographic high forming a morphological tidal divide between tidal subbasins was necessary 

in order to obtain a stable system. Contrarily, Roos et al. (2013) did not study the tidal prism 

- inlet area relationships for multiple inlets, but they were able to model a stable multi-inlet 

tidal system without topographic highs. The model by Roos et al. (2013) is used in this study 

and the tidal prism - inlet area relationship in that model is studied. Thus, models that closely 

resemble and satisfy the empirical relationship between tidal prism and inlet area are not 

new, but in this study we have considered the 𝑃-Ω relationship for multi-inlet tidal systems 

without topographic highs.  
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For the model that is used in this study, the number of inlets included in the tidal system does 

not influence the relationship between the exact tidal prism and the inlet area. That 

relationship only depends directly on the tidal frequency and the flow velocity amplitude in 

the inlet. Therefore, it is plausible that the applicability of the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law 

is not restricted to single-inlet systems, but it also holds for multi-inlet tidal systems. The 

results of this study indeed show that the O’Brien-Jarrett Law or similar tidal prism - inlet 

area relationships are applicable to multi-inlet tidal systems, even without topographic highs. 

Furthermore, the similarity of the 𝑃-Ω relationship in the model compared to the empirical 

O’Brien-Jarrett Law confirms that the physical-mathematical formulations of the model 

describing the hydrodynamic and morphodynamic processes in multi-inlet tidal systems are a 

respectable representation of the reality.  

 

6.2.2 Systems in equilibrium 
The expression for the exact tidal prisms in the model, 𝑃𝑗,𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 2Ω𝑗𝑈𝑗/𝜔, suggests that the 

relationship between the tidal prisms 𝑃 and the inlet areas Ω only depends on the tidal 

frequency 𝜔 and the flow velocity 𝑈𝑗 in the inlet. Indeed, for a multi-inlet tidal system that is 

in equilibrium, a relationship of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃 with 𝑘 = 𝜔/2𝑈𝑒𝑞 is satisfied by the model 

results. A relationship of this form was also obtained by Krishnamurthy (1977). He calculated 

the tidal prism by integrating a given velocity profile across the inlet’s cross-section to obtain 

the flow discharge through the inlet and eventually the tidal prism. The same holds for the 

calculation of the exact tidal prism in the model. Thus, it would make sense that the model 

results agree with the relation found by Krishnamurthy (1977). At the same time, this means 

that coefficients 𝑘 and 𝛼 according to the model are not exactly equal to the coefficients 𝑘 and 

𝛼 that are empirically determined by Jarrett (1976) and Dieckmann et al. (1988) for the 

O’Brien-Jarrett Law of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼. However, the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law and the 

model’s 𝑃-Ω relationship are almost indistinguishable, especially in the range of values of 𝑃 

and Ω that are studied in this research, representing the Wadden Sea and the Georgia Bight.   

The sensitivity analysis that we have performed confirms that coefficient 𝑘 for systems in 

equilibrium is inversely proportional to the equilibrium flow velocity amplitude. Besides that, 

it also depends on the tidal frequency. Accordingly, D’Alpaos et al. (2009) observed that 𝑘 

increases with the tidal frequency and decreases with the critical velocity for sediment 

transport. The critical flow velocity is directly related to the equilibrium flow velocity, as the 

equilibrium flow velocity depends on the flow velocity for which the sediment in the inlet can 

be transported by the tides and waves (Escoffier, 1940). According to D’Alpaos et al. (2009), 

the value of coefficient 𝑘 is fully independent of the tidal amplitude when the system is in 

equilibrium. The same is found in this study, as the inlet areas Ω and tidal prisms 𝑃 respond 

to a change in tidal amplitude in exactly the same manner, such that 𝑘 in Ω = 𝑘𝑃 does not 

change.  

 

6.2.3 Prediction of system’s evolution 
Until now, it is assumed that the O’Brien-Jarrett Law is valid for systems that are in 

equilibrium, because the assumption is made that the inlet systems for which the coefficients 

were determined empirically were in equilibrium (e.g. Hinwood and McLean, 2018). 

Nevertheless, Dieckmann et al. (1988) suggested that estimates of the long-term changes in 

the inlets’ cross-sections until the system is in equilibrium may be based on relationships 

between tidal prisms and inlet areas such as the O’Brien-Jarrett Law. In this study, we have 

found that the 𝑃-Ω relationship for an inlet that is still evolving is very similar to the 

relationship for a system in equilibrium. The actual resemblance between the 𝑃-Ω relationship 
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that holds at a certain time 𝑡 and the relationship in the equilibrium situation directly depends 

on the ratio between 𝑈𝑗(𝑡), where 𝑡 represents the morphological time in years, and 𝑈𝑒𝑞. 

Therefore, these two relationships are only very close together when 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) has converged 

towards 𝑈𝑒𝑞. It turns out that generally, 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) in an inlet that remains open in equilibrium 

converges towards 𝑈𝑒𝑞 relatively quickly during the inlet’s evolution.  

The results of this study suggest that the flow velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) initially converges 

towards 𝑈𝑒𝑞 for inlets that remain open in equilibrium. However, during the first years of a 

system’s evolution this also happens for inlets that will eventually close. Thereafter, both 

accreting and eroding inlets may closely follow the 𝑃-Ω relationship that is expected in 

equilibrium. Hence, a prediction of whether an inlet remains open or will close cannot be based 

on the temporal development of the 𝑃-Ω relationship. The relationship between 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 of an 

inlet at a certain time 𝑡 solely depends on 𝜔, 𝑈𝑒𝑞 and 𝑈𝑗(𝑡). As long as the tidal frequency 𝜔 

and equilibrium velocity amplitude 𝑈𝑒𝑞 remain constant during a model simulation, only 𝑈𝑗(𝑡) 

influences the actual 𝑃-Ω relationship. Therefore, studying the development of the relationship 

between 𝑃𝑗 and Ω𝑗 during the system’s evolution does not provide any extra information that 

can help predict whether the inlet closes or remains open than the flow velocity amplitude 

𝑈𝑗(𝑡) already does. However, if it is known or assumed that an inlet will remain open in 

equilibrium, then the 𝑃-Ω relationship or O’Brien-Jarrett Law can be used for predicting the 

development of an inlet. For example, for a perturbation in the tidal prism, the adjusted inlet 

area can be determined as it will approximately satisfy the equilibrium 𝑃-Ω relationship, and 

vice versa.  

The findings of this study with regards to the applicability of the O’Brien-Jarrett Law to a 

system that is not yet in equilibrium are in accordance with the conclusions of D’Alpaos et al. 

(2010), who studied whether one relationship of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 with the same coefficients 

could hold during the entire evolution of a single-inlet system. They modelled the time 

evolution of Ω and 𝑃 for an accreting tidal inlet and showed that Ω is related to 𝑃 through a 

relationship of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼, but the values of 𝑘 and 𝛼 depend on the particular phase of 

the evolutionary process. Furthermore, they also state that the equilibrium state of a tidal 

inlet system is reached relatively early during its evolution, which is also found in this study. 

The conclusions of D’Alpaos et al. (2010) are based on numerical modelling, as well as 

observations in the Venice lagoon.  

 

6.3 Relation between subbasin areas and inlet areas 
The results of the tidal divide identification (larger areas of influence for larger inlets) and the 

sensitivity analysis (tidal subbasin areas and inlet areas show the same trend, except when 

the tidal amplitude changes) suggest that there should be a relation between the inlets’ cross-

sectional areas and their corresponding tidal subbasins. This is not yet proven by the tidal 

prism - inlet area relationship discussed in Section 6.2, as the basin area is not included in 

that relation.  

The relation between the basin areas and inlet areas has been quantified empirically by 

O’Brien (1966) as Ω = 6.65 ∙ 10−5𝑃 for the Pacific coast. He based his derivation on the tidal 

prism approximation 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b,𝑗, so he used exactly the same approximation of the tidal 

prism as we did in this study. The approximation of the tidal prism that depends on the tidal 

range and the (sub)basin area is widely used in research and modelling of tidal inlet systems, 

e.g. in the ASMITA model used by Kragtwijk (2002). Hinwood and McLean (2018) state that 

most of the power laws of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼 that were proposed throughout the years, even 
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when tidal prisms were calculated using more involved models, are fitted almost as well by 

this linear equation determined by O’Brien (1966). From this, it could be concluded that the 

tidal prism is quite accurately approximated by 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b,𝑗. Nevertheless, e.g. Kragtwijk 

(2002) states that this tidal prism approximation is only valid when the tidal wave length is 

significantly large compared to the tidal basin area, where they only consider single-inlet 

systems. We have confirmed in this study that the tidal prism approximation is indeed more 

accurate for larger basins, also in multi-inlet tidal systems, but the results suggest that only 

the basin dimension in the direction of the tidal wave influences the accuracy.  

The relationship between tidal prisms and inlet areas in the model can be combined with the 

expression for the approximated tidal prism, which depends on the tidal subbasin areas. This 

results in a relationship between the tidal subbasin areas and the inlet areas, assuming that 

the tidal prism approximation 𝑃𝑗,𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 = 𝐻 ∙ 𝐴b,𝑗 is significantly accurate. Hence, for systems 

where the basin length is significantly small with respect to the tidal wave length, the subbasin 

area 𝐴b,𝑗 in equilibrium can be calculated by 

where Ω is the cross-sectional area (m2) of the inlet in equilibrium, 𝑈𝑒𝑞 is the equilibrium flow 

velocity amplitude (m/s), 𝜔 is the tidal frequency (rad/s) and 𝐻 is the tidal range (m). The 

sensitivity analysis with respect to the equilibrium velocity indeed shows that the tidal 

subbasin areas are proportional to the equilibrium velocity and inversely proportional to the 

tidal amplitude. Furthermore, the boxplots of 𝐴b,𝑗/Ω in Appendix C show that Eq. (6.1) is 

indeed an acceptable approximation of the relation between subbasin areas and inlet areas in 

the model, in this case for the Wadden Sea parameter set. Meanwhile, it should be noted that 

we have already concluded in this study that the tidal prism approximation is not highly 

accurate for the parameter set representing the Wadden Sea. This leads us to expect that the 

relation in Eq. (6.1) will be even more accurate for systems with shorter back-barrier basins, 

such as the Georgia Bight.  

  

𝐴b,𝑗 ≈
2𝑈𝑒𝑞

𝜔𝐻
Ω (6.1) 
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7. Conclusion 
The objective of this research was to identify tidal divides in the model of multi-inlet tidal 

systems by Roos et al. (2013), to compare the model results to the empirical O’Brien-Jarrett 

Law relating tidal prisms to inlet areas and to study the effect of changing ocean conditions.  

We have identified tidal divides in the model by Roos et al. (2013) using two different methods, 

both based on the complex flow velocity amplitude in the back-barrier basin: (1) locating the 

continuous lines of minimum flow velocity amplitude in the basin and (2) locating large phase 

differences in the alongshore flow velocity in the basin. The first method proves to be suitable 

for dividing the entire back-barrier basin into several tidal subbasins corresponding to the 

open inlets, which is one of the objectives of identifying tidal divides. This is not the case for 

the tidal divides resulting from the second method, as they do not form boundaries between 

the subbasins over the entire distance from the barrier islands to the main land. It is concluded 

that the first method can be used for identifying tidal divides and hence tidal subbasins in the 

exploratory model. The identification method works qualitatively for reproducing a situation 

where two tidal divides converge into one, which also occurs in nature. On the other hand, it 

cannot simulate a single tidal subbasin with two tidal inlets since it is assumed that a tidal 

divide appears between every pair of adjacent open inlets.  

The empirical O’Brien-Jarrett Law of the form Ω = 𝑘𝑃𝛼, relating inlet areas Ω to tidal prisms 

𝑃, is compared to the tidal prism - inlet area (𝑃-Ω) relationship in the model. We have 

calculated the tidal prism for the model in two different ways, of which one gives the exact 

tidal prism based on the flow discharge through the inlet and the other is an approximation, 

depending on the tidal range and the subbasin areas. The accuracy of the tidal prism 

approximation increases with decreasing basin length in the cross-shore direction. For multi-

inlet tidal systems that are in equilibrium, we have found that the relationship between the 

exact tidal prisms and the inlet areas in the model is linear, such that it is very similar to the 

empirical law and 𝛼 is 1 regardless of the location characteristics. Coefficient 𝑘 is inversely 

proportional to the flow velocity in the inlet, such that the 𝑃-Ω relationship while a system is 

still evolving directly depends on the flow velocity in the inlet. Using the tidal prism 

approximation, we have related the tidal subbasin areas to the inlet areas in equilibrium, 

under the condition that the tidal wave length is significantly small compared to the cross-

shore basin length. It is found that the relation between subbasin areas and inlet areas 

depends on the equilibrium velocity, the tidal amplitude and the tidal frequency.  

The sensitivity analysis that we conducted confirms that tidal amplitude and equilibrium flow 

velocity amplitude influence the stable equilibrium state of multi-inlet tidal systems in the 

model, where the tidal subbasin areas indeed increase with equilibrium velocity and decrease 

with tidal amplitude. An increase in water depth in the basin and ocean increases both the 

basin areas and the inlet areas, but it slightly decreases the number of inlets. These opposing 

trends cannot be explained using the results of this research, so the response of multi-inlet 

tidal systems to changing water depths and hence sea level rise requires further research. The 

𝑃-Ω relationship in equilibrium changes for changing equilibrium flow velocity, but it is 

independent of the tidal amplitude and the water depth.  

In conclusion, we have identified hydraulic tidal divides and thus tidal subbasins, as well as 

the relationship between tidal prisms and inlet areas in the exploratory model by Roos et al. 

(2013) for multi-inlet tidal systems in equilibrium and also evolving systems. From this, we 

have derived a relationship between tidal subbasin areas and inlet areas in equilibrium, which 

is confirmed by analysing the sensitivity of the subbasin and inlet areas to changes in the 

equilibrium flow velocity amplitude and tidal amplitude.  
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8. Recommendations 
To improve the tidal divide identification method, especially for systems with more open inlets, 

it is recommended to use a higher grid resolution in the basin. This was not possible in the 

current research due to the limited timespan available and the high number of model runs 

that needed to be executed. However, when more time is available and a more precise outcome 

is desired, the grid resolution might be increased and the consequential increase in 

computational time should be accepted.  

Tidal basins are defined as the “area of influence” of a certain open tidal inlet. An alternative 

identification method of tidal divides can be based on this definition, as the influence of the 

tidal flow through a certain inlet can be quantified for each location in the back-barrier basin. 

This can be done using Eq. (2.17), which gives the surface elevation due to a certain inlet at 

each location in the basin. Developing and studying this alternative identification method 

might be an interesting topic for future research.   

Only hydraulic tidal divides have been identified in this study, but it would be valuable to also 

be able to identify morphological tidal divides. Currently, the model is unable to identify bed 

level variations in the basins and the bed level is assumed to be uniform. For future research, 

it would be interesting to add a morphodynamic model that also models the morphology in the 

basin. In that way, the interaction between hydraulic and morphological tidal divides can be 

examined.  

Until now, we have only identified tidal divides in rectangular back-barrier basins. It is 

expected that the tidal divide identification method that is developed in this study also works 

for differently, e.g. conically, shaped basins, as long as the flow velocity amplitudes in the basin 

can be calculated. However, this has not yet been assessed in the current research.  

For a high tidal amplitude and a low equilibrium velocity, resulting in an equilibrium state 

with a large number of inlets, the results of the sensitivity analysis seem to deviate from the 

trend. Therefore, it is recommended to (re)validate the model for systems with many inlets, or 

at least study such situations in more detail.  

In this study, we have performed a sensitivity analysis using the Wadden Sea parameter set. 

However, it is also concluded that the tidal prism approximation is more accurate for a smaller 

back-barrier basin, which occurs in the parameter set representing the Georgia Bight. 

Therefore, it is interesting to do the sensitivity analysis and especially study the relation 

between basin areas and inlet areas for that parameter set.  

In the sensitivity analysis that is conducted in this study, sea level rise is simulated by 

increasing the initial water depth in the basin and the ocean. In reality, sea level rise happens 

gradually and the sediment import may adapt to the rising sea level. To study this, the sea 

level rise should be increased gradually during a model run.   
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Appendices 
 

A. Example model run 
An example of a model run and its results are shown in Fig. A1 and A2.   

 

Fig. A1: Model geometry and example of a simulation, using parameter values for the Wadden Sea: (a) the 

initial state, shown as a plan view of the geometry with a prescribed number of 40 inlets, (b) the inlet evolution 

over time, showing that 32 inlets close and 8 remain open, (c) the state after 1,000 timesteps, shown as a plan 

view of the geometry with 8 open inlets. 

Fig. A1 shows the evolution of the inlets, from the initial state, over time, to the equilibrium 

state. It can be seen that some inlets close and some inlets grow. While the initial state is a 

multi-inlet tidal system with 40 inlets, after 1,000 timesteps there are only 8 open inlets. In 

Fig. A2, the amplitude of the flow velocity vector �̂�𝑏 = (�̂�𝑏 , �̂�𝑏) is shown. Note that actually the 

magnitude of these complex amplitudes is plotted.  
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Fig. A2: Surface plot of the flow velocity amplitudes in the basin: (a) the magnitude of the complex flow velocity 

amplitude in the cross-shore 𝑥-direction, |�̂�𝑏| (see Eq. (2.21)) (b) the magnitude of the complex flow velocity 

amplitude in the alongshore 𝑦-direction, |�̂�𝑏| (see Eq. (2.21)) (c) The complex norm of the complex flow velocity 

amplitude vector, ‖�̂�𝑏‖ (see Eq. (3.1)).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A3: Surface plot of the magnitude of the complex elevation amplitude in the basin, |�̂�b|.  
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B. Number of model runs for sensitivity analysis  
To determine how many model runs should be used in the sensitivity analysis, the model is 

run 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 times and the boxplots of the number of inlets, 

tidal basin areas and cross-sectional areas of the inlets are considered. The notches in the 

boxplots of the basin areas and inlet areas decrease as the number of runs increases. However, 

also considering the computational time, it is decided to use 25 model runs per modified 

parameter value in the analysis.  

 

Fig. B1: Boxplots of the number of inlets resulting from 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 model 

runs.  

 

Fig. B2: Boxplots of the tidal subbasin areas resulting from 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 model 

runs.  
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Fig. B3: Boxplots of the cross-sectional areas per inlet resulting from 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 

100 model runs. 

 

Fig. B4: Boxplots of the total cross-sectional areas per run resulting from 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 

and 100 model runs. 
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C. Basin areas and inlet areas  

 
Fig. C1: The basin area 𝐴𝑏,𝑗 divided by the inlet area Ω𝑗 for varying tidal range 𝐻 (where 𝐻 = 2𝑍 for tidal 

amplitude 𝑍), where the purple asterisk represents the expected value of 2𝑈𝑒𝑞/𝜔𝐻.  

 

 
Fig. C2: The basin area 𝐴𝑏,𝑗 divided by the inlet area Ω𝑗 for varying equilibrium velocity 𝑈𝑒𝑞 (and corresponding 

sediment import 𝑀), where the purple asterisk represents the expected value of 2𝑈𝑒𝑞/𝜔𝐻. 
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